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1. INTRODUCTION 
A chamber system V = ($9, ( j,zi)is,) over some index set Z is a set %’ of 
“chambers” together with partitions +$, in Z of V. If .ZE Z and c E V then bJ 
is the join of all partitions fijzi, ~E.Z and d,(c) is the element of fiJ 
containing c. d,(c) is again a chamber system over J with fij restricted to .Z. 
We say Q? is connected if d,(c) = $??. Furthermore 111 is the rank of V. 
The most important examples of chamber systems are those obtained 
from groups. If G is a group, B a subgroup of G, and Xi, iE Z are sub- 
groups of G containing B then 5?? = %‘(G; B; (Xi)icl) has as chambers the 
cosets Bg, g E G, two such cosets Bg, Bh being i-adjacent if and only if 
Xi g = Xih. Then G acts (chamber)-transitively on %’ with kernel B, = n Bg 
and %? is connected if and only if G = (X, 1 i E Z). Furthermore, each cham- 
ber system with transitive automorphism group G can be obtained in this 
way by setting B = G, and Xi = Gd,Cr). 
A rank 2 chamber system %? = (U, hi, fi,) is called a classical generalized 
ma-gon (mq-> 3) if %’ is isomorphic to %?(G; B; Pi, P,), where G is an 
(essentially) simple rank 2 group of Lie type (in the sense of Cl]), B is a 
Bore1 subgroup, and P,, Pj are the two maximal parabolic subgroups of G 
containing B. Here md is given by the relation VU: = wj = (wiw,)“g = 1 
defined by the Weyl group of G. A rank 2 chamber system is a generalized 
digon if %? is isomorphic to V(G, Pin P,, Pi, P,), where ,Pi, P, are different 
proper subgroups of G satisfying G = PiPj= PjPi. A connected chamber 
system %’ over Z is called a classical Tits chamber system if for each CE %’ 
and {i, j} c Z, di, j(c) is either a generalized igon or a classical generalized 
m,-gon (for some mi, E N). %’ is focally finite if all d,](c) are finite. For 
motivation to consider such classical ocally finite Tits chamber systems ee 
[15] and [16]. 
If %? is a classical Tits chamber system then the diagram d(Z) is defined in 
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10 F. G. TIMMESFELD 
the usual way (i.e., by connecting the nodes i and j by a bond of strength 
q-2!) 
In [17] we have determined all such chamber systems with transitive 
automorphism group and finite chamber stabilizer which are defined over 
“large” fields. In this paper we treat the case which is probably the most 
important for finite group theory purposes, namely the case where rank 
V = 3. More precisely, we prove: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose %? is a classical, locally finite Tits chamber system 
of rank 3 with connected diagram A and transitive automorphism group G 
with finite chamber stabilizer B = G,. For i E I = { 1, 2, 3) let G, = Gd,m,(r, and 
Ki be the kernel of the action of G, on AtPi( Then one of the following 
holds: 
(1) %? is either a finite spherical building or the chamber system of the 
A,-geometry of type C,. Further, either G is an extension of a finite group of 
Lie type, A, by diagonal and field automorphisms or G N A,. 
(2) A= A and either Gi N F2, for each i E I or Gi N F,3 .9 for 
each i E I, 
(3) A= l”, n = 4, 6, or 8 and G, N G, is an extension of a 
rank 2 Lie type group defined over GF(2) or GF(3) by diagonal and field 
automorphisms. Further G2 is solvable. (GF(2) resp. GF(3) is the “fixed 
field” in case G, is twisted. Moreover, field automorphisms can only occur in 
the twisted case.) 
(4) A= ’ 2 d, G, N G,(p), G3 N (Zi)SL,(p) (non-split), p =2 
or 5. Further G2 N (Q8 * Qs)(H, x E,)Z, in case p= 2 resp. G, N 
5l+ “(2, * Z,) in case p = 5. (Here 2, is a perfect central 2-covering of C, 
and * means central product.) 
(5) A= L, 3 24<lKj[<25fori=1,3. IK,r\K,I=4andK,is 
an indecomposable module for G,IK, E {C,, A6} with C,(G,) = 1. Moreover, 
either the extensions of G,/K, by Ki split for i = 1, 3 or Gi/Ki N Z, and 
lKij =24 for i= 1,3. 
(6) A= =, G, 2: 2’+%2-(6, 2) (resp. O-(6,2)), G3 = 
24+6a6 (resp. f6), and G, = 22+8 (x3 x A5) (reSp. x3 X 2,). (Here A6 resp. 2.6 
is the perfect extension of A6 resp. C, by Z,.) 
(7) A= u, G, N G, II PSp(4, 7), and O”(G,) N 
(7 ’ + 2 x z:, SL,(7). 
3 (8) A= u, K, =K,= 1, and Gi= (H, x PSp(4, 3))H, for 
i= 1, 3. 
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(9) There exists a jcZ such that A,-j(c) is the Sp(4, 3) or U,(3) 
generalized quadrangle. Further Gj/Kj E { 24F20, L,(4) .2, 24A,}.1 
The exact structure of G, in cases (3) and (8) is easily determined, since 
G, = P, P, = P3 PI with Pi = Gd,Crj. Examples of nearly all possible types in 
(2)(8) either are well known or have been constructed in [8]. The proof 
of Theorem 1 depends on Theorem 2 of [ 171, where the determination of 
such chamber systems has been reduced to the determination of the 
corresponding parabolic systems. To define those we need some further 
notation. 
Let 96 be the set of finite simple rank i-groups of Lie type in charp (in 
the sense of [l]) together with: 
PSL,(3) and 2G2(3) if i= 1, p= 3, 
PSL,(2), PSU,(2), and Sz(2) ‘v F,, if p=2 and i= 1, 
A,, C,, G,(2)‘, G,(2), 2F4(2)‘, and 2F,(2) if p=2 and i= 2. 
A system b = {X, 1 i E I) of pairwise different subgroups generating the 
group G is called a parabolic system of G of char p, if it satisfies: 
(1) There exists a linite p-subgroup S 6 fi,, , Xi such that 
S~syl,(X~,,), Xi,j= (Xi, X,) for all i, jeZ. 
(2) Xi = Op’(Xi/O,(Xi)) is a perfect central extension of a group 
in 9;. 
(3) Either Xi,, is a perfect central extension of a group in 9’; or 
(H;* Fj)SEXi,i~Xi*Tj, 
where Pi = Op(xi) and * means central product. Further, if X, j N A,, then 
KY~~,,,~(S) G X, n x,. 
(A perfect central extension does not need to be perfect itself. The extra 
condition in (3) is only needed in case of A,. In the other cases we can 
force this by slightly enlarging the groups Xi. See [15, (4.1)].) 
We call + a quasiparabolic system of G, if we also allow in (3) the 
possibility that Xi,j 2: f6 or a6 and xi z zj N C,. The diagram d =,4(b) 
is defined in the obvious way, where we write 
Bi,j N f6 or a6 but N,z,,,,,(S) & Xi n A’,. 
& if and only if 
Now we can state: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose j is a quasiparabolic system of rank 3 and char. p 
of the group G with connected diagram A. Let G, = (Op’(X,) 1 ic Z), 
I Thomas Meixner has shown in [9] that A = 1_! , K, = K, = 1, and G, = G, in this 
case. 
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z={i,2,3},~,=(0~'(~,)~j~z-i),~=~,=n,.,s~,~,=~,~~,~~d 
G, = G,IN, where S is the common p-Sylow subgroup of each Xi. Then up to 
symmetry one of the following holds: 
(1) A is spherical and G, is a perfect central extension of a finite 
group of Lie type A in char p, or A = A, or C3 and G, N A,. 
I n 2 n 3 
(2) A= v, n=4, 6, or 8, and G,=G3 is a rank 2 Lie 
type group over GF(2) or GF(3) and G, is solvable. 
(3) A= d, 24, G, N G,(2), G, N Z:L,(2) (non-split), and 
G, = (Qtx * QsW3 x z3)G. 
(4) A= C&&X?, w, or 
1 2 - 3 
- . G,/O,(G,) E 
{A6, Z,, as, fc} and 24< lO,(G,)j <2’for i= 1, 3. Further, O,(cj) is an 
indecomposable G,-module with C ozcc,,(Gi) = 1 and the extension of 
G,/O,(G,) by O,(ci) splits except in the case G,/O,(G,) N Z, and 
lO,(G,)I =24 for i= 1 and 3. 
(5) A = ft_3 with G, = 21+652’(6, 2) (non-split), c3 = 
24+6A^,, and G, N 22f*(C3 x A,). 
(6) A = -, G, = 26&, G, = 2’ +6L3(2). 
(7) A= h---c=i, G, =2’2’, (where 2’ & the orthogonal 
Sp(4,2)-module), G, = 26L3(2) ( w ere h O,(G,) is an indecomposable 
G,-module). 
(8) A= t-’ or 
I - 2 - 3 
v and {c,, c,} z (A6, C,, 
26,f6). 
3 (9) A= ‘_2_, G, N G, ‘v (if, X Psp(4, 3))2,. 
(10) A= u, C, <N(Z), where z= 0,(2(s)) 2: Z,, 
c, fO,(G,) N f.6, and (Zc3) is a natural L,(2)-module for G,/O,(c,). 
It has been shown by P. Rowley in [12] that case (10) does not occur. 
But our general argument for the proof of Theorem 3 below breaks down 
in this special case. So the treatment of case (10) would need extra 
amalgam-type arguments, which we, to save space, do not include here. 
The structure of the “middle group” is easily deduced from the definition of 
quasiparabolic systems in those cases, where it has not been stated 
explicitly. 
To prove Theorem 2 one may assume that G = G,, N = 1, and, by the 
main theorem of [19], A is linear. Moreover, by [ 17, (3.2)], case (1) holds 
if A is spherical. If now 2 = 0,(2(S)) Q Gi, i = 1 and 3 (where 1 and 3 are 
the end nodes of A), then Theorem 2 is a special case of [ 141. (We only 
need to discuss in Section 7 which of the cases of [ 141 gives rise to a quasi- 
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parabolic system.) So the proof of Theorem 2 actually reduces to the proof 
Of: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose fi is a rank 3 quasiparabolic system of the group G 
with connected, non-spherical, linear diagram A. Suppose in addition that the 
following hold: 
(a) G={OP’(Xi)I iEI={l,2,3)) and if B,=N,,,,,(S), B= 
(Bi 1 ~EI), then B,= 1. 
(b) C,(M,) < M; for each iE Z; where Gi is as in Theorem 2, 
Gi = OP’(Gj), Mj = SC,. 
(c) Z= Q,(Z(S)) a G, for some end node j of A. 
Then, up to symmetry, one of the following holds: 
(1) A= =, G, N 2l+%-(6,2) (non-split), G3 2: 24+6a6, 
and G, = 22+8(C, x A,). 
(2) A= -, G, N 26.$6, G, N 21+6L3(2), and G2 1: 
22+6(C, x C,). (For the exact structure of G, in (1) and (2), see (6.2), (6.4).) 
(3) A= -, G, < N(Z), ZE Z,, and (Z”) is the natural 
L,(2)-module for G3/02(G3). 
(As mentioned above, case (3) does not occur by a result of P. Rowley.) 
The proof of Theorem 3 is very technical. It depends on a theorem of 
Niles [lo], which essentially shows that we may assume that b is defined 
over GF(2) or GF(3) (see (2.2)-(2.4)) on certain “amalgam-type” 
arguments and on special properties of GF(p)-representations of the rank 1 
and 2 Lie-type groups. 
Finally a comment on the hypothesis of Theorem 2. It seems possible 
that one can prove in the future results similar to those in [19] and [14] 
just using the “local” structure of the Gi provided by [6]. But since this 
may take some time and since the higher rank classifications in char 2 by 
G. Stroth and in char 3 by Th. Meixner depend on the so far unpublished 
treatment of the rank 3 case, it still seems worthwhile to publish this result. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
(2.1) Notation. Classical Tits chamber systems, parabolic and quasi- 
parabolic systems have been defined already in the introduction. So we do 
not repeat the definitions here. 
If now fi = {Xi ( iE I} is a parabolic system of characteristic p with com- 
mon p-Sylow subgroup S of the group G, we use the following reduction: 
Let wi = Op’(Xi), B, = NX,(S), B = ( Bi ) i E I), and Pi = giB. 
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Then by [ 15, (4.1)] Sa B and B/S is a @-group. Further Bg N(%;), 
{Pi 1 i E Z} is again a parabolic system of G,, = (%; 1 i E Z > q G of the same 
type, and 
B = NP,(S) = b,,(S) for all i, j E Z, 
where P,= (Pi, Pi>. So when we consider parabolic systems’ in Sec- 
tions 2-6 we always assume Pi = Xi. We call B the Bore1 subgroup of the 
system fi and fix a p’-complement H to S in B, which will sometimes be 
called the Cartan subgroup. By definition of B we have 
H= n Hi, where Hi = H A Op’( Pi). 
iG, 
Hence each Hi is cyclic. Since [H,, H,] = 1 by the structure of P, = Op’(Pij) 
we find that H is an abelian p’-group of rank at most n = 111. 
Since this paper deals only with parabolic and quasiparabolic systems of 
rank 3 we use the folowing further notation (if 111 = 3!): 
G,=P,ifZ={i,j,k) 
ei = s, 
K; = B,, 
M, = San 
Pi = OP’( Pi) 
G; = OP’(Gi) 
Pi = pi/Q;, and 
G, = G;/M;. 
Then by definition of p, Gi is a perfect central extension of a rank 2 Lie- 
type group if A(i) is connected, resp. (7; :a6 or f.6 and Pi 2: c,/Q, N 
P, n Gi/Qk N X3. In the latter case A(i): - . 
Any connected rank 3 Coxeter diagram, which is not spherical, will be 
called hyperbolic. Using a theorem of Niles [lo] one has the following: 
(2.2) LEMMA. Suppose fi is a parabolic system of rank 3 with hyperbolic 
linear diagram A of the group G. Then the following hold: 
(1) Char#=2 or 3 
(2) One Pi is defined over GF(2) or GF(3) or A = - with 
G2 1: (P) SL,(4) but (P) GL,(4) 4 G,/M,. 0 I 2 
ProoJ: Suppose (2.2) does not hold. Then the proof of Theorem B of 
Niles [IO] shows that G(iji 1 iel) has a BN pair of type A with Bore1 
2 The parabolic systems of this paper are the weak parabolic systems of [ 151 
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subgroup B. But as A is non-spherical [ 17, (2.7)] implies that B is infinite, 
a contradiction to the definition of a parabolic system. 
The next lemma is an elementary observation: 
(2.3) LEMMA. Suppose #i= (Pi) FEZ} ts an arbitrary parabolic system 
(with the conventions of (2.1)) satisfying B, = 1; then C,(G,) is cyclic for 
each i E I. 
Proof Suppose (2.3) is false for some i. As Pi is a rank 1 Lie-type 
group, H can only induce a cyclic diagonal group on Hi. (If H would 
induce p’-held automorphisms on Pi, then some Hi must induce field 
automorphisms on Pi, a contradiction to the structure of Pi,j!) Hence 
1 # H, = C,( ci) A C,( Pi) and 
[H,, S] = [H,, Pi] = [H,, G,] 4 G = ( Gi, Pi). 
As B, = 1 this implies [H,, S] = 1 and thus 
H, < C,(Gi) n C,(p;) < C,(G) = 1, 
a contradiction. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose G is either a (simple) classical group of Lie 
rank 2 over GF(3) or 3D,(3) resp. 3D4(2). Let SE Syl,(G) where p = 3 (resp. 
p = 2 in the case of 3D,(2)), B= No(S), P, and P, the two maximal 
parabolics of G containing B with unipotent radicals U,, U,, and H a 
p’-complement to S in B. Then the following hold: 
(1) Q(S) = U, n U, 
(2) U,/@(S), i= 1,2 are the only H-invariant proper subgroups of 
S/@(S). 
Proof In the case of a classical group over GF(3) (2.4) is a lemma of 
Th. Meixner, which will appear in [9, (3.1)]. (But the proof is an easy 
exercise, which the reader might want to solve on his own!) So assume 
G z 3D,(p), p = 2 or 3. Suppose P, = U, L, is the parabolic with L, ?I L,(8) 
resp. L,(33). Then U, is extraspecial of order P’+~ and U,/2(U,) is the 
irreducible GF(p)L,-module corresponding to the GF(p3)L,-module 
NO Na x Na*, where N is the natural GF(p3)L,-module and (a) = 
Gal(GF(p3)). Hence I U, : [ U1, S] I =p. Since S/Ui is elementary abelian 
this implies (1). (2) is now obvious as jS/@(S)( =p4. 
From (2.2) (2.3), and (2.4) we obtain the following reduction which will 
be useful for us: 
4X1!124/1-2 
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(2.5) LEMMA. Suppose #. is a parabolic system of rank 3 with hyperbolic 
linear diagram A of the group G, satisfying B, = 1. Then one of the following 
holds :
(1) char/.=3 andm,(H)<2. 
(2) char b = 2 and m,(H) d 2 for each prime r 1 IH( and 
A # “t& with G, N ‘Fh(8). 
Proof Assume (2.5) is false. We first treat the case when some Pi is 
defined over GF(2). Then Hi = Hn Pi # 1, since H= H,,HiH,, where 
I= (0, 1,2}. Hence isi= SU,(2) and A: - with i=O or 1. If Pz 
0 1 2 
is also solvable, then P, 2 SU,(2), Go 2: G, N U,(2), and i= 0. Hence by 
(2.3) G, z SU,(2) * SU,(2) and Ho= HZ. But then (2) holds, a contra- 
diction. 
Hence P, is non-solvable. If i = 1, then Go N G, N U,(2) and 
G, ‘v L,(4) x L,(4). Further, by the structure of U,(2) we have PI/Q, N 
GU,(2)xZ,. Thus if we set Ni=N,,(H) and N= (Ni ( i=O, 1,2), then 
condition (*) of Theorem A of [lo] is satisfied and so (B, N) is a BN pair 
of type A of G, a contradiction to [17, (2.7)] as in (2.2). 
Thus i= 0, G, N V,(2), and P, N L,(4). Hence Go is not defined over 
GF(2) and also is not isomorphic to (P)SL,(4) since A is non-spherical. As 
G, 1: PO x P, with P, a simple rank 1 Lie-type group, condition (*) is again 
satisfied in each group Gi. Since PO/Q0 2: GU,(2) x C,(po), we obtain a 
BN pair as above, a contradiction. 
Assume finally A = K& with Go N ‘F,(8). Then by (2.4) 
condition (*) of [lo] is satisfied in each Gi. Hence if Ni = N,(H) for 
i=l,2 and N,<P, such that IN,:N,nB[=2 and (B,N’) is a BN pair 
for Gz, where N* = (No, N,), then (B, N) is a BN pair of type A of G, a 
contradiction as above. 
This shows that no Pi is defined over GF(2) if char ;/z = 2. Hence by (2.2) 
A: 0 with G, N (P)SL,(4). But then m,(H) = 3, since we assume 
(2.5) is false, and so (P)GL,(4) 9 G,/M, by (2.3), a contradiction to (2.2). 
Thus char p = 3 and, by (2.2), some isi is defined over GF(3). Suppose 
A:O ’ L. Then, as m,(H)= 3 but m,(C,(G,)) = 1 by (2.3), 
condition (*) of Theorem A of [lo] is satisfied in G,/Mi. Hence by (2.4) 
Gi ‘v G,(3) for i = 0 or 2 since otherwise condition (*) of Theorem A of 
[lo] is satisfied in each GJM,, and so we obtain by [lo] a BN pair of 
type A. 
Assume without loss of generality Go N G,(3). Then P, N SL,(3) N P2. If 
PO is also defined over GF(3), then G, N SL,(3) * SL,(3) or SL,(3) x A, by 
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(2.3). In any case H,H, N H, and (2.4) holds, a contradiction. Thus 
32 3 3 33 3 3 
A=- or m (with obvious notation!). Now a Cartan 
0 1 2 0 1 2 
subgroup of G, is non-cyclic, as otherwise H, < Ho. Hence G, is in the first 
case a covering group of PSU,(3) with non-cyclic Cartan subgroup. Since a 
Cartan subgroup of SU,(3) is isomorphic to Z, x Z, and Z(SU,(3)) ‘v i&, 
this implies B, = SL,(9) and so by (2.3) G, N SL,(9) * SL,(3). But the 
H, < Ho, a contradiction. In the second case G, 1: SL,(3)3 SL2(33) by 
(2.3). Hence in any case a Sylow 2-subgroup of H,H, is isomorphic to Z, 
and thus (2.5) holds. This final contradiction proves (2.5). 
(2.6) LEMMA. Suppose X is a universal rank 1 Lie-type group in charp, 
B a Bore1 subgroup of X, and V= ( C,(B)X) a non-trivial GF(p)X-module. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) V is a direct sum of trivial and Steinberg GF(p) X-modules, 
containing at least one non-trivial direct summand. 
(2) [V, x, x] #O for each p-element x of X tfp is odd. 
(3) [IV, A, A] # 0 for each four-subgroup A of X if p = 2. 
(4) Zf V contains at least two Steinberg modules as direct summands, 
then [H, x, x] # 0 if p is odd resp. [H, A, A] # 0 tf p = 2 for each hyper- 
plane H of V. 
Proof Let K be the algebraic closure of GF(p) and W a non-trivial 
irreducible KX-module satisfying W= (C,(B)X). Then by [S, (9.9)] W is 
the Steinberg module, since there is a unique such module. (This module 
has degree (SI, where SE Syl,(X), and is projective!) This shows that each 
non-trivial irreducible GF(p) X-module V, satisfying V, = ( C,,(B)X) is a 
direct summand of W, if one considers W as a GF(p) X-module. 
Now let 2 = C,(B) and V, be a GF(p) X-submodule of V such tat 
P = V/V,, is irreducible. If V is trivial, then V = V, + C,,(X) by Gaschiitz’s 
theorem, since V = V, + Z. If P is non-trivial, then P is the GF(p)X 
Steinberg module as shown, whence V= Vo@ V,, VI N P as GF(p)X- 
module, since V is projective. So in any case 
v= Vo@ v,, V, = ( C,,(B)X) irreducible. 
Hence if V. # 0, then Z 4 VI and thus V, = ((Z n Vo)x), since V. ‘v V/V, 
as GF( p) X-module. Proceeding by induction on dim V this proves ( 1). 
(2) and (3) are now well known. ((3) follows already from the fact 
dim, W = JSl!) (4) is obvious, since either H contains some Steinberg 
submodule V, of V or H+V,=V and [V/V,,x,x]#O resp. 
[ V/V,, A, A] # 0, since V/VI again contains a Steinberg submodule. 
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A failure-of-factorization module (short FF module) in charp for the 
quasi-simple group X with O,(X) = 1 is a non-trivial GF(p)X-module V 
satisfying 
for some elementary abelian p-subgroup A of X. Such an A is called an 
offending subgroup. Directly from [2] we obtain: 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Suppose G is a universal rank 2 Lie-type group in 
charp or G=A6, 2, and p=2, S~syl,(G), B=N,(S), and Pi=UiLi, 
i = I,2 the two maximal parabolic subgroups of G with unipotent radicals Ui 
and Levi complements Li. Let V= (C,(S)G> be an FF module for G, 
satisfying 
(a) C,(G) = 0. 
(b) Suppose PI 4 No(Z), where Z = C,(S). Then A < U, for some 
quadratically acting offending subgroup. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) G 2: SL,(q) and V is the natural module. 
(2) G N SL,(q), V is the direct sum of two natural modules, and 
A=lJ,. 
(3) G N Sp(4, q) or A,, V is the natural module. 
(4) G ‘v U,(q) or U,(q), V is the natural module, and A = Z( U, ). 
(5) G2:52-(6,q), q=2”, V is the natural module, and IAl = q3, 
A u O*‘(P,). 
(6) G2:G2(q), q=2”, IAJ=q3. 
(7) Gd6, f,, IVI=26 and is the module obtained from 
a,&SL,(4). Further A-P,, /A[ =4. 
Further in all cases, except when in cases (1) and (3) 1 A I = q = I [ V, A] (, we 
have V, = <ZrI) d [V, A]. 
Proof This is a direct consequence of [2]. 
Without proof we list some properties of these modules, which are well 
known. 
(2.8) COROLLARY. Let G, V, and A be as in (2.7). Then the following 
hold 
(1) [V, C,,([V, A])]= [V, A], except when IAl =q=I[V, A]\ in 
cases (1) and (3) or G ‘v U,(q) in case (4). 
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(2) CK A, U,l d I/,. 
(3) [V,A]=C,(A), except when I[V,A](=q=IAl in cases (1) and 
(3) or G E U,(q) in case (4). 
(4) Suppose P, <N,([V, A]). Then case (5) or (6) of (2.7) does not 
hold. Further (Al > q in cases (1) and (3). 
(5) Suppose p = 2. Then [V, A] = [H, A] for each GF(2) hyperplane 
H of V, except in the following cases: (2.7)( 1) with q < 4, (2) with q = 2, 
(3) with q = 2, and (7). 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let G be a universal rank 2 Lie-type group in char p, 
P = U. L a maximal parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical U and 
Levi complement L and U- the opposite unipotent radical. (I.e., L < N( U ), 
Un U- = l!) Suppose Op’(L)= L, N SL,(q), q=pr, where GF(q) is the 
field of definition of G as a Lie-type group, and V is an irreducible GF(p)G- 
module such that C,(U) contains a natural L-submodule VO. Then the 
following hold: 
(1) Vo=C.(U-1 
(2) v= (V,“). 
Proof (2) is a specialization of the corollary of [18], if we have 
shown (1). To prove (1) let P be the irreducible GF(q)G-module, which, 
considered as GF(p)G-module, contains V as a direct summand. Then by 
C5, (9.5)1 ICdS)l = q for SE Syl,(G), since P is absolutely irreducible. But 
as U-L, already contains a p-Sylow subgroup of G, we may assume 
S < U-L, and thus 
Cv(S) = C,(S) = C,(S). 
Hence V= P and [18] implies (l), 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let G be a universal rank 2 Lie-type group in char 2 or 3 
different from A,(q), B = S. H a Bore1 subgroup, and W= NJH a Weyl 
group of G. Let w0 be the longest element of W. Then ( wO) = Z(W) and the 
following hold 
(1) If P = U. L is a parabolic subgroup of G containing B, then 
PwO = UL, where U is the opposite unipotent radical. Further 
( U, w0 > = ( U, U- > = G. Moreover, if V is an irreducible GF(p) G-module, 
then C,(U) and V/[ V, U] are equivalent L-modules. 
(2) If char G = 3 and F < H is a four-subgroup, then w0 E C(F). 
Suppose char G = 2 for the next statements. Then 
(3) H N Zip, and w0 inverts H in case G 1: C,(q), G,(q), or *Fd(q). 
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(4) H2:By--l XZ,JL, and wO inverts H tf G N 3D,(q). 
(5) H N Z,, 1 x Zs-, and w,-, inverts Zi- 1 and centralizes Z,, 1 in case 
G N PSU,(q) N SU,(q). 
(6) H N Zz+ 1 x Zi-, and wO inverts Zi_, and centralizes iZi + 1 in case 
G Y SU,(q). Further IZ(G)( = (q + 1, 5) in this case. 
Proof Since G & A*(q) we have Z( IV) # 1. Hence ( wO) = Z( IV) and 
w0 is -id on the root system of G. This implies Uwo = U- and Lwo = L by 
definition of Up. Now L(U, U- ) is a parabolic properly containing P. 
Hence L( U, U- ) = G and (U, U ) A G, which proves the first part of 
(1). The second follows immediately from the first and [18]. 
(2~(4) are immediate consequences of Cl, (7.22)], while (5) and (6) can 
easily be computed directly. 
(2.11) PROPOSITION. Suppose G is an extension of a universal rank 2 Lie- 
type group G in charp, p = 2 or 3, by a PI-group of inner and diagonal 
automorphisms. Let SE SylJG), B = No(S), and H be a complement to S in 
B. Suppose that the following hold: 
(*) H is abelian, Further m,(H) < 2 tf p = 3 and m,(H) < 2 for each 
prime r I 1 HI ifp = 2. 
Let P = LJ. L be a maximal parabolic subgroup G containing B n G with 
unipotent radical U. Then H normalizes P andfor each irreducible GF(p)G- 
module V one of the following holds: 
(1) If p= 2 and G is not of type A,(q) or 3D4(q), then 
[V,h]d [V, U] for each hECn(CJU)). 
(2) If G N 3D,(q), q= 2”, then [V, h] < [V, U] for each 
h E C,( C,( U)) n G. 
(3) Ifp = 3 and G & A,(q), then [V, t] < [V, U] for each involution 
tECdCv(U)). 
Proof: Since all the statements in (2.11) are about elements of 
C,( C,( U)) we may assume H = (H n G) C,( C,( U)). But then V is already 
an irreducible GF(p)G-module. Since H induces only inner or diagonal 
automorphisms on G, there exists a Weyl group W= N/H n G of G 
normalizing H. Suppose G is not of type A,(q) and let ( wO) = Z( W). Let 
hECn(C,,(U)) be as in (l)-(3). Claim 
(t) (h)““=(h). 
In cases (2) and (3) this is obvious by (*) and (2.10). In case (1) we have 
H= C,(w,) x [H, wO] with [H, wO] d Hn G and His thus inverted by wo. 
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Since m,([H, w,])=2 for each prime r 1 IH, wO]l by (2.10), it follows that 
(IC,(w,)J, I[PZ, w,]l)= 1 by (*). Hence (7) also holds in this case. 
Now by the corollary of [ 181 we have Y = [ V, U] 0 C,( U- ) and by 
(2.10) Up = UwO. Hence by (t) hi C,(C,(U-)) and (2.11) holds. 
(2.12) COROLLARY. Let 6 be us in (2.11) with G ‘v SL,(3) and let S, B, 
H, P, and U be as in (2.11). Suppose also that 
(*) m,(H)<2andHisabelian 
holds. Then there exists no non-trivial irreducible GF( 3) G-module satisfying 
(1) C”(U) is a non-trivial module for P’. 
(2) Some 3-element of G acts quadratically on V. 
(3) There exists an involution t E C,(C,,( U)). 
Proof By (*) t E G and we may, to prove (2.12), assume G = 6. Since 
each 3-element of G fuses to an element of P - U, C,(U) contains a com- 
position factor on which L N GL,(3) acts faithfully, a contradiction to (3). 
(PGL,(3) admits no non-trivial GF(3)-module on which 3-elements act 
quadratically!) 
(2.13) LEMMA. Suppose GE {G,(q), G,(2)‘, 3D4(q), ‘F,(2), *F,(2)‘), 
SE Syl,(G), and P is a maximal parabolic containing S with U= O,(P). 
Then A < U for each elementary abelian normal subgroup A of B = No(S). 
Proof We use the description of P in [ 17, (3.2)]. Suppose (2.13) is 
false. Then P is not the normalizer of a long root subgroup in case G,(q), 
G,(2)’ or 3D4(q). Hence P,= U(A, A”) = O”‘(P) (resp. P,= U(A, AX) 
of index 2 in P in case *F4(2)). Let U,= [U, A][U, A”], Z= [U, A]n 
[U, A”]. Then UOq P,, Z d Z( U,), UOZ is elementary abelian, and 
[U, P,] < UO. Hence again by [17, (3.2)] U= U, resp. (U: U,,l<2 in case 
G,(2) or *P4(2). But this is obviously impossible, since by [ 17, (3.2)] Z(U) 
is a non-trivial P,-module. 
(2.14) LEMMA. The following hold: 
(1) m2(304(2)) = 5, m2(*F4(2)) < 6. 
(2) Suppose V is a non-trivial GF(2) *F,(2) or *F,(2)‘-module. Then 
1 V: C,( t)l > 2* for each involution t in ‘F4(2). 
(3) Suppose V is a non-trivial GF(2) 3D,(2)-module. Then 1 V: C,(t)] 
> 26 and equality can only hold in case t is a long root involution, 
Proof (1) is easy to see with [17, (3.2)]. (2) and (3) are contained in 
more general unpublished results of Cooperstein and Mason. But for the 
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convenience of the reader we sketch a proof using the Weyl-submodule 
method of [4]. 
Let G=*F,(2), W, = W(G)= D,,. Then G has two classes of 
involutions, both fusing to W,. Let W= W(FJ2)) N (D, * DS)(C, x C,) 
and embed W, c W. Let W= (a, b, c, d) with ” e i z. Then, 
with the embedding G s F,(2), W’ c W it is easy to see that one class of 
involutions of G fuses to Z(W)” and the other to O,( W)a d. 
Now each irreducible GF(2)G-module is the restriction of an irreducible 
GF(2)F,(2)-module M(1,) to G, where A, is some basic weight. (Le., 
Jc (1, 2, 3,4}.) 
Let N(I,) = GF(2){11,W). Then N(I,) . IS a W-submodule of M(A,) and for 
each involution t E W we have by [4] the formula 
where Fix( {A$}, t) is the number of fix points of t on {Ay). Now 
dim N(A,) = ({AP)( = 1 WI C,(A,)( 3 24 = 27. 32/24. 3 since C,(A,) is a 
parabolic subgroup of W, while IFix( (AT}, t)l ,< 8 for each involution 
t E W, . Hence codim CNcIJJ (t) > 8, which proves (2). (These inequalities are 
rather crude. But we do not need better ones!) 
Now (3) may be proved along the same lines, if one notices that 3D,(2) 
has two clases of involutions, the long and the short root elements, both 
fusing to W’ = W(3D4(2)) N D12, where the short root elements fuse to 
Z( W’)#. Further each irreducible GF(8) 3D4(2)-module is the restriction 
of an irreducible GF(8)SZ+(8.8)-module to 3D4(2). 
(2.15) LEMMA. Let G = G,(2). Then the follwing hold 
(1) G has exactly three non-trivial irreducible GF(2)-modules. They 
are of dimension 64, 14, and 6. (The last one is called in this paper the 
natural module.) 
(2) Let V be a non-trivial irreducible GF(2)G-module. Then 
/I/: C,(t)! >, 25 for each involution t of G or V is the natural module. 
(3) Zf V is the natural GF(2)G-module, then ( V: C,(t)1 = 4 zf t is a 
long root involution while 1 V: C,(t)1 = 8 zf t is a short root involution. 
(4) The irreducible GF(2)G-modules of dim 6 and 14 remain 
irreducible tf they are restricted to G’ N V,(3 ). The 64 dim module splits into 
the direct sum of two irreducible ones. 
Proof (l), (3), and (4) are well known. To prove (2) notice that 
dim V> 14 and C,(S) N Z, if V is not the natural GF(Z)G-module and 
SE Syl,(G). Further S is generated by three short root involutions and a 
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subgroup PO N (Z, x Z,)C, with C,( PO) = 1 is generated by three long root 
involutions. 
(2.16) LEMMA. Let G = G,(2) and V be the natural GF(2)G-module. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) If A < G is a quadratically acting elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 8, then [C,,(A)1 = 1 [V, A] ( = 8 and A is uniquely determined up to 
conjugacy. Further [IV, A] = [IV, C] for each hyperplane C of A. 
Choose A as in ( 1) and in (2)- (4). Then 
(2) Let t E A be a long root involution. Then A GM,= O,(C(t)) and 
C,(M,) G C V, Al. 
(3) Let B = A n G’. Then 
I[H, B]J=2or8 for each hyperplane H of V. 
(4) Let W be an indecomposable GF(2)G-module with W/C,(G) = V 
and C,(G) # 0. Then IC,(G)l = 2 and the following hold: 
(a) ([W, A]\ = 16 and A acts quadratically on W. 
(fl) j[W,B](=8and[W,A]=[W,C]foreachhyperplaneCofA 
different from B. 
(y ) 1 [H, B] 1 = 2 or 8 for each hyperplane H of W. 
Proof Since all involutions of G’ are long root involutions, B# consists 
of all long root involutions of A. Thus if t E B#, then A 6 M,, since C( t)/M, 
acts as L,(2) on [V, t] = C,(M,). This implies A = M, n M, if t, z are 
different involutions of B, which proves (1) and (2). 
To prove (3) let B= (t, r). If H= C,(t)C,(z), then [H, B] $ [V, t] n 
[V, t] and thus 1 [H, B]) = 2. So we may assume V = HC.(t). Then, 
since [C,,(t), z] d [V, t], we have [H, z] 4 [V, t] = [H, t]. But.then 
ILK WI =8. 
Now C,(G) N Z, in (4) follows from [7]. Since G is generated by two 
conjugates ofA we have I[W,A]1=16. As W,=[W,A]=C,(G)[W,o] 
for each (I E A -B this proves (a). 
I[W, tJl=4 for each tEB# is obvious. Pick P, ‘v H < N,(B). Then 
W, = C,(H) x [ W,, H] and both factors have order 4. Since C,(H) n 
[W,t]#O and B#=tH we obtain I[W,B]l=8. Now A=BC,[H] and 
N,(A) transitive on A - B imply (b). 
As C,(G) & [ W, B] it is clear that (y ) is a consequence of (3) and 
(4)(b). 
(2.17) LEMMA. f6, the perfect extension of C, by Z,, has the following 
irreducible GF( 2 )-modules: 
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(1) Non-faithful: The trivial module, the two 4-dimensional 
Sp(4, 2 )-modules, and the 1 B-dimensional Steinberg Sp(4,2 )-module. 
(2) Faithful: Two @dimensional modules obtained from f.6 F TL,(4), 
namely the natural rL,(4)-module and its dual. One IS-dimensional module, 
which is obtained in the following way: Let V be the natural GF(4)SL,(4)- 
module, V* its dual, and a the non-trivial automorphism of GF(4). Then 
M= VO, V*a is a 9-dimensional irreducible GF(4)SL,(4)-module. If one 
considers M as GF(2)-module, fL,(4) acts on M and M remains irreducible 
restricted to f6.‘ 
(3) All these modules, except the 16-dimensional one, which splits into 
the direct sum of two S-dimensional irreducible modules, remain irreducible 
restricted to 8,. Moreover, we obtain in this way all the irreducible 
GF(2)A,-modules. 
Proof (1) and (2) are obvious, since f.6 has seven classes of elements of 
odd order. a6 has 10 classes of elements of odd order. Since the two 
6-dimensional GF(2)a,-modules correspond to four different 3-dimen- 
sional GF(4)a,-modules, namely V, V *, Vo, and V*o, (3) is also obvious. 
(2.18) PROPOSITION. Let G be a universal rank 2 Lie-type group in 
char 2 different from ‘F,(q) or As, f.6, V a non-trivial irreducible GF(Z)G- 
module, and A # 1 an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G, satisfying 
(i) [V, A, A] =0 
(ii) 2 IAl I C.(A)1 b IV. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) WG(V) E {SL(q), Sp(4,q) (resp. A), u,(q), u,(q), Q-(6, q), 
G*(q) (resp. G,(2)‘)} and V is the natural GF(2)G-module. 
(2) G N a6 or J?, and 1 VI = 26. 
Further, if G E { U,(q), U,(q), Q - (6, q), G,(q) > and q > 2, then A is a sub- 
group of index at most 2 of an offending subgroup which is uniquely deter- 
mined up to conjugacy. 
Before we start with the proof of (2.18) several remarks are in order. 
(1) The assertion of (2.18) remains of course correct if we include 
G N *F,(q). But in this case we only need the result in the cases of *F4(2) 
and *F4(2)‘, in which it follows from (2.14). 
(2) The GF(2)SL,(4)-module obtained from V@, Vo, V as in 
(2.17) satisfies (ii), but not (i). 
(3) Proposition (2.18) is just a small part of an (unpublished) thesis 
of Phil. McClurg at Santa Cruz. So we only sketch a proof. 
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Proof: Suppose neither (1) nor (2) of (2.18) holds. Then we may by 
(2.7) assume that I/ is not an FF-module (in the sense of (2.7)!). Further, 
by (2.17), G -L: &, f6. Choose A to be minimal satisfying (i) and (ii) and 
let A < SE Syl,(G), B = N,JS), Z = C,,(S), and P = U. L be a maximal 
parabolic of G containing B not normalizing Z. Further, let I’, = C,(U). 
We first show 
(a)(AG n P> < U. 
Namely, suppose B = A g < P, but B 6 U. Then C,(B n U) > V, C,(B) 
and 1 I’,: C,,,,(B)] > IB: Bn U). 
Hence the minimality of A implies B n U= 1. But then either O”(L) ‘5 
SL,(q), q = (B(, I I’: I’,,C,(B)I < 2, or I/= I/,C,(B). Hence either IAl = 2 or 
P’, is the only non-trivial O*‘(P) composition factor of V. In the second 
case (2.10)(l) and [ 181 show G N SL,(q) and (I’\ < 8q3, whence it is easy 
to see that (2.18) holds. In the first case it is well known (e.g. [20]) that 
(2.18) holds. 
(a) shows that if P, = II, L1 is the other maximal parabolic containing B, 
then P, d N(Z). Next we show 
(/I) Suppose A#B=AnAg#l, gEG, and let C=(A,Ag). Then 
ICI ICv(C)l 2 I VI. 
Namely the minimality of A implies IA: BI > JC,(B): C,(A)). Further 
obviously, IC: A( > (A: BI, C,(C)>CC(A)nC,(Ag), and C,(B)>C.(A). 
CV(Ag). Hence 
lc: Al > lC,(B): C.(A)1 > IC,(A)-C,(Ag): C,(A)/ a /C.(A): C,(C)/ 
and so ICI lC,(C)l>2 IAl lC,(A)I 2 I VI. 
Especially, since we assume that I/ is no FF-module, (b) shows that 
either [A, Ag] # 1 or A n Ag = 1 for each gE G- N(A). Hence, if 
G N SL,(q), Sp(4, q), then (~1) and the structure of P, and, if G N U,(q), 
U,(q) and O*‘(L) N- L,(q’), then [17, (3.2)] show that in any case either 
[A( <q or A=SZ,(U). 
In the first case (2.18) is again easy to show, using generational proper- 
ties of these groups. If in the second case G 22 SL,(q), then (2.18) is well 
known, while in the other cases, as G = (U, U- ) by (2.10), (2.18) is easy 
to see. 
If finally (Cl IC,(C)] > I VI for some subgroup C of U, then again 
Theorem A of [2] shows that (2.18) holds. 
(2.19) COROLLARY. Let G, V, and A be as in (2.18). Then one of the 
following holds: 
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(1) ( [I’, A]: [H, A] ( < 2 for each GF(2)-hyperplune H of V. 
(2) GE {L,(q), Sp(4,2), A,, Q-(6,2), G,(2), G,(2)‘, &, A,}. 
Proof If G z U,(q), U,(q) and V is the natural module or if G 2: G,(q) 
and q 2 4, (1) is obvious, since A contains an involution t with 
[I’, A] = [I’, t]. If G N SL,(q) there is nothing to show. Assume next 
G z Sp(4, q). Then A is contained in a root group of transvections, if q > 4 
and I A( d q, whence (1) holds. If 1 AJ > q, then there exists again a t E A # 
with [V, A] = [V, t]. 
So only the case G ‘v n-(6, q), q 3 4 remains to be treated. But then A 
contains by (2.18) a long root involution t and (2.19)( 1) is obvious if 
V= C,,(t) + H. So assume C,(t) < H. But then 
CK tl6 CC,(t), Al G L-K Al 
by the action of Q-(6, q) on its natural module and (2.19)(l) holds again. 
(2.20) LEMMA. Let G be as in (2.18), A an elementary abelian 
2-subgroup of G, and V a GF(2)G-module satisfying (i) and (ii) of (2.18). 
Suppose that in addition the following conditions are satisfied: 
(iii) C,(G) = 0. 
(iv) I’= (C,(S)G), where A<SES~~,(G). 
(v) V is not irreducible. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) G N SL,(q) and V is the direct sum of two equivalent natural 
GF(2) G-modules. 
(2) G N SL,(2) and V is the direct sum of three equivalent natural 
modules. 
(3) G N Sp(4,2) and V is the direct sum of two equivalent natural 
modules. 
(4) G N SL,(2), V is the extension of a natural GF(2)G-module by its 
dual. Further C,,(P) # 0 for each maximal parabolic P of G. 
Proof Let V, be an irreducible GF(2)G-submodule of V and 
P= v/v,. Then by (iii) and (iv) V, and V are both non-trivial 
GF(2)G-modules. Further, both are FF-modules. Hence it is easy to see 
with (2.7) that G v SL,(q) or Sp(4,2) and in the first case V contains only 
one non-trivial composition factor which is equivalent to V,, if q 2 4. Hence 
[15, (2.3)] implies that (1) holds in this case. 
Next suppose G N Sp(4, 2). Then by (iv) V/Cp(G) is equivalent 
to V,. Suppose the extension of V by Cp(G) = P, does not split. Now 
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IAl= or 2. In the first case (V,n[V,,4][=8, so that C,,(N,(A))#O, 
a contradiction to C,(G) = 0 and Gaschiitz’s theorem. If IAl = 2, then 
[V,A,AR]=O if [A,Ag]=l. Hence if T=(A”nS), then (C,,(T)(=25 
and C,(N,( T)) # 0, again a contradiction. Thus P = CB(G) 0 [ V, G] and 
[13, Prop. 41 imply that V contains a submodule which is the direct sum 
of two equivalent natural modules. But then (iii) and (iv) show that (3) 
holds. 
Next assume G = L,(2) and all non-trivial G-composition factors are 
equivalent. Then, as C r( S) 4 Cr(G), we have P = C p(G) 0 [ F, G] and 
[F G] is by [15, (2.3)] the direct sum of at most two natural modules. But 
then again [15, (2.3)] shows that (2) holds. 
In the final case V contains two non-equivalent natural L,(2)- 
composition factors. Suppose B is not irreducible. If P is indecomposable 
then the structure of such a module shows C,(S) = C,,(G), contradicting 
(iv). So 8= Cp(G)O [p, G]. But then the co-image V, of Cp(G) is an 
indecomposable module of order 24 with C,,(G) = 0, a contradiction to 
(ii). Thus (V( = 26 and C,(P) # 0 remains to be shown. 
To show this we may assume C,(P) = 0. Hence by (iv) 
C,(P) = Cp(S) = C,(S) = z*. 
Let U=O,(P). Then C,(U)=C,(U)C,(S) and thus C,(U)=C,(U)x 
C,,(P), which proves (4). 
(2.21) LEMMA. Let R/ZE~; with 1 # Z < R’ n Z(R) a p-group, 
SE Syl,( R), and S < P < R such that PJZ is a maximal parabolic of RJZ. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) rfQ,(Z(,S)) 6 Z, then R 1 SL,(7), SL,(9), or a covering group of 
u,(2) 
(2) If Op’(P) is isomorphic to Op’(P1), where P, is a maximal 
parabolic of some other element G of 9’:, then RJZ- PSL,(4) and 
G N Sp(4,4). 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the description of the covering 
groups of the elements of 6pg in [3, p. 20 and 211. 
(2.22) LEMMA. Let G be a group. Then G contains no pair of subgroups 
G,, G, satisfying: 
(1) Gi= Gi/Qje {U,(q), U,(q)), q=p” where Qi= O,(G,)=F*(G,). 
(2) Let Zi= (a,(Z(Si))G’), Si~Syl,(G,). Then Zi & Z(Gi) for 
i = 0, 1 and zf p = 2, then Z,/C,(G,) . IS not a natural D - (6, q)-module. 
(3) Z;<G, but Z, & Q,for i#j, {i, j} = (0, 1). 
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ProoJ: Suppose (2.22) is false. Then we may by symmetry assume that 
(*) lZ,:Zl~eol~lzo:zo~ell. 
Then .?$= Z,/C,(G,) is an FF module for G, and by [2] resp. (2.7) 
equality holds in (*), so that also 2, is an FF module for G,. Hence by (2) 
and [2] 2, is a natural Gi- module for i = 0, 1. 
Now let Z, n Q r < A0 < Z0 such that 2, is a root group of transvections 
in G,. (A, exists!) Then 
(t) lAoI = 4, IZ, : C,,(Ao)I = q2, and A0 = Czo(Cz,(Ao)), 
all by the action of G, on its natural module. Hence, if B, = C,,(A,), then 
lB,j =q2 (in G,) and I.?,: C%(B,)/ =q3. But it is easy to see that this is 
imppssible. (2, is a G-F(q’) vector space!) 
3. THE MAIN REDUCTION. THE CASE d z 0 (2) 
We assume in this section that ;CZ is a parabolic or quasiparabolic system 
of the group G of rank 3 and charp, with linear, non-spherical diagram 
0 1 
A = d . We use the notation and reduction of (2.1). Then by 
(2.2) 
(1) p = 2 or 3. Further some Pi is defined over GF(2) or GF(3) or 
G, 1: (P)SL,(4), but (P)GL,(4) 4 G,/M, for i= 0 or 2. 
We make the following further assumptions: 
(2) B,=l 
(3) Cc,(M,) < M, for i = 0, 1 and 2. (We are in the constrained case!) 
The three-subgroup lemma implies C,(M,) < C,(Gi) and thus C,(Mi) < 
C,( Gi). Hence C,(M,) d C,(G) d B, = 1. Since C&M,) = CG,(M,) C,(Mi,) 
by Gi = eiH this implies 
(3’) C&M,)< M, for i=O, 1, and 2. 
Finally we assume 
(4) G*<N(Z), where Z=D,(Z(S)) and SeSyl,(B). 
We introduce the following notation: 
Zi= (Z”‘), i=O, 1. Then Zi<SZ,(Z(Mi)). 
Ki= (Pz)G,, i=O, 1. Then K,= BGO 
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since G, is quasisimple. Further K,,/MO < Z(G,/M,). (As H is abelian!) By 
definition of parabolic systems 
op’p(P&W < K,/M,, 
with equality holding if P, is non-solvable. Hence 
(*) z, = (Z”‘) = (Z’Z) <z, and G, = (K, C,,(Z,)) B with 
[K, 9 G,(Z,)l G MI 
since by the structure of G, we have [OP(K1/M1), OP’P(P,,/M,)] = 1, and 
since OP’(K1/M1) n Z(K,/M,) Q (K,/M,)’ and H is abelian. 
Before introducing further notation on the coset graph of G,, Gi we 
show 
(3.1). Suppose G,- (P)SL,(p”). Then one of the foIlowing holds: 
(1) G, N SL,(2) 
(2) Gl= (P)SL,(4) or SL,(3), but Z, contains no natural 
G,-submodule. 
Proof. It is obvious with Hypothesis (1) that n < 3. Further, if n = 3, 
then A = - and G, 11 3D4(p), p = 2 or 3. Now (2.5) implies that 
condition (*) of [lo] is satisfied in each Gi, id 2. Hence the obviously 
defined pairwise BN pair (in Go, G, ! ) is complete, a contradiction to [ 17, 
(2.7)] since B is finite. 
Next suppose G, N SL,(4) and Z, contains a natural G,-submodule Zb. 
Then A = m , p,, N L,(4) or L2(43), and by (*) there exists a sub- 
group Z, N H, < H n C,,(Z,). But by (2.5) H, < Go and thus acts faithfully 
on Zb n Z1, a contradiction. 
It is clear that G, & SL,(9). Suppose finally G, N SL,(3) and Z, con- 
tains a natural G,-submodule. Then the same argument as before implies 
Hn C,,(Z,) = 1. But then by (*) P, E P%,(3). Hence the structure of the 
parabolics of the rank 2 Lie-type groups defined over GF(3) implies 
G, N P Sp(4, 3), a contradiction since A is non-spherical. 
Let r= T(G,, G,) be the coset graph of G,, G, in G, and d(a, j?), a, BE r 
the usual distance metric on r. For a E r let G,, G,, G,, Z,, M,, and K, 
be the respective conjugates of the corresponding subgroup of Gi, i = 0, 1, 
and let 
Ai = {Y E r I d(a, Y) = i), A(a)=A,(a) 
v, = ZJ-IZ,, Y E A(a). 
Then it is obvious that K, is the kernel of the action of G, on A(a). 
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Let d= min{d(G,, 6) 1 Z, & K6}. Then, as S is finite, d< co, and since 
z1 <&I 
d+ 1 =min{d(G,, 6) ( Z, & &}. 
Note that by our assumptions G = ( Gi, Bj) for i < 2. Hence 
Go(GJ = Gem = cz,m = 1 by (2). 
The main objective of this and the next section is to show that d < 2. For 
the rest of this section we assume 
2<drO (2) 
Then 
R,=Z,(Z, I ,u~d(cr)udA~~))<M,. 
Let a0 = G,, and pick Sdgr with d(6,, 6,) = d and Z, $ Kad. A pair of 
vertices of I’ with such properties is called a critical pair. Choose a fixed arc 
Then by edge-transitivity of G on I’ we may assume 6, = G,. For vertices 
di, 0 ,< i < d in this arc we simply write Gi, Ki, . . . for the corresponding 
groups G,, , I&, . . . . (Since the group G2 = (I’,, PI ) does not appear further 
on in this section this will not lead to confusion.) For vertices in 4(6,) - 6, 
resp. in d(6,)-S,-, we often write 6-, resp. dd+, and G-,, . . . resp. 
G d+, , . . . for the corresponding groups. 
We first show: 
(3.2). The following hold: 
(1) ZO<Mi, Z,<M,for ObiGd- 1, d>,ja 1, and [Z,, Z,] # 1. 
(2) G,, 2: C?~E {SL,(q), Sp(4, q)}; Z0 is the natural G,-module and 
q=IZ,:Z,nM,I=(Z,:Z,nM,I=I[Z,,Z,]). 
Proof: (1) Notice that d= 0 (2) and the minimality of d imply 
1 # [Z,, Z,] < Z, n Zd. As Mi = OP’(Ki) for i even it is obvious that (1) 
holds for i, j even. By (*) and the structure of G, we have 
K, n M, MO = MO. Hence 
Z,,<K,nM,M,=M,, 
which proves (1). 
To prove (2) assume by symmetry that 
IZ,( = JZ,: Z,n M,I 3 (Z,: Z, n &I,( = (Z,: C,(Z,)I. 
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Then 2, is an FF module for G, with offending subgroup Z, and one of 
the cases of (2.7) holds for GO, Z,. (2.22) implies that G, is not U,(q) or 
U,(q) and Z,, the natural GO-module. Now by (2.7) either (2) holds or 
F= Cz,, z,] > z, ; 
and we may assume the latter is the case. Claim 
(t) & 4 MI. 
Suppose (7) is false. Then, as R, centralizes F and Z,, (2.8) implies 
[Z,, Rd] 6 F < Zd or (2) holds. Hence H, = (Zp) centralizes R,/Z,. 
Since H, is transitive on d(6,) this implies R,= V,_ , = V, for each 
1 E d(6,). But then V,- I = V,- 3 < M,, a contradiction. 
As Rd<CG2(Z,) we have R,<G, nG,. By (t) and (*) G1=(KIL,)B, 
where L, = (Qz, Rd). Hence L, is transitive on d(6,) and normalizes F, 
since by (2.8) 
CF,Q,l<Z,<f’. 
Hence 
Now as F, dZ,< C(Z,), (2.8)(3) implies in any case F= F,. Hence d>4 
and so R>= 1, since otherwise F 4 G = (G,, G3). Moreover, as 
F= F, (1 Pz, (2.8)(4) implies that one of the following holds: 
(~1 f’= Z,, Go = =,(q), Sp(4, q) or &, and either Z, is the natural 
GO-module or G, 2: SL,(q) and ZO is the direct sum of two natural 
modules. 
(fl) G, N f6, IZ,J = 26, (Fj = 24, and IZ,I = 4. 
Let K = H n L, Then K centralizes Z, and thus centralizes ZO, since by 
(2.4) GL,(4) or GL,(3) is not involved in Go/M,. Hence (2.6) implies that 
in case p = 3, L, /M, contains no quadratically acting three-element on 
I/,/Z,, while in case p = 2, L, JM, contains no quadratically acting four- 
group. As [V,, R,, RJ = 1 by R>= 1 this shows that p = 2 and 
IRd:RdnM,J=2. Since [R,nM,,Z,]dF<Z,and JZ,:Z,nM,J84it 
now follows easily as in the proof of (t) that G, = G, N L3(2) and Z, is the 
direct sum of two natural GO-modules. Especially jZ,Z,/Z,J = 4 for each 
2~ A,(6,) and, as IZAZ,: Z,ZdnM,J <2, there is a GA-invariant sub- 
module Z: of ZA contained in M,. But then Z, d C,,(Zj) = MA and thus 
Zj, d M, for each 2 E A2(dd), a contradiction to (7). This proves (3.2). 
(3.3). Suppose d > 4. Then the following hold: 
481,124’1-3 
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(1) R,nG,<Go ifp=3. 
(2) (RdnG,: R,nG,( <2 ifp=2. 
ProoJ As d> 4, R,n G, acts quadratically on V,. Let 
H’= Hn C,,(Z,). Then by (3.1), (3.2) [Z,, H’] = 1 and since by (*) 
fJ, = (qyG,(Zl) ), (2.6) implies that 8, = Vi/Z, is the direct sum of trivial 
and Steinberg modules for X/C,( 8,), where X= CG,(Z,)S. Hence (2.6) 
implies (3.3). 
(3.4). Suppose G, % Sp(4, q) and set 
RO,, = (Z, I led,(&), Z,nZ, = 1). 
Then the following hold: 
(1) R,,, G WJ 
(2) &,=Fo&,,, where Z, 6 F, < R,, F, u GO, and R,/F, is a non- 
trivial irreducible GO-module. 
(3) C&I,, &I 4 -Z.v 
ProoJ (1) is obvious from the definition of R,, 1. Let Z, ,< F,, < R, such 
that FO q G, and R,/F,, is an irreducible GO-module. Then we may assume 
Zz & F,. As OP(p,z) < Gz n GO and acts irreducibly on Z,/Z, this implies 
Z,n F,=Z, and [Ro, @‘(GO)] 4 FO. Hence R,/F, is a non-trivial 
GO-module and (2) holds by (2.9) since by definition R, = (RT, ) and since 
P2=Qz(P,nP-,) for some &,~d(&,) with ZP,nZ,=l, and P_,= 
Go n G_ i. (3) is now obvious. 
(3.5). Suppose G, 2: Sp(4, q). Then Z, = C,(R,,_ 1) and Z,_ 1 = 
C,,( R,, 1). (R,,- , defined similarly as RO,, ). 
Proof: Suppose (3.5) is false for Z,. Then R,,,- 1 g M,, since 
otherwise C,(R,,- 1) > Z,, and so [Z,, R,,_ i] = [Z,, Z,], a contradic- 
tion to (3.4) (3). If now R,,,-, d C(Z,), then 
since (Q,, R,,_ 1 ) already acts transitively on d(6,). But this is obviously 
impossible. 
Hence CZ,(R4,- ,) = [Z,, Z,] and if A = [Z,, Z,][Z,, R,,_ 1] then 
IAl>q’. Moreover, A<Z,nZ,dC,,(R,,). As above ICz,(R,,,)I<q2. 
Hence A = C&R,,). Now 
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considering Z, as a symplectic space. As A = [Z,, Z,] [Z,, Z,] for some 
p E d,(6,), A is a GF(q)-subspace. Hence A = Z, for some p E d(6,). 
Suppose p # 6,-, . Then Zd n MO = AZ, _, and Z, n M, 6 M, for each 
p E A(&). Hence 
Suppose [ RO, r, Zd- r ] < [Z,, Z,]. Then R, , < G,- r and, since 
R,, i Md- */IV,_ 2 is generated by transvections on Z,_ 2, [R,, , Z,_ I J = 
[R,, , , Zd n M,] = 1. But then CR,, , Z,] = [Z,, Z,] d Z,, a contradiction 
to (3.4). 
Thus, as above, 
B= L-G> &I. CR,,,, Z,-,l=CZo(Rd,d-!)=Zj. for some 1 E A(&). 
By assumption ;i # 6,-, . Pick (r E d(6,) with Z, n Z, = 1. Then 
Hence, as before, [ V,, Z,] d Z,, and thus CR,,,, Z,] < Z,, a contradiction 
to (3.4). This shows A = Z,- , . But then 
for each 11~,4(6,) with Z,- 1 n Z1 = 1. Hence [Z,, R,,- ,] = 1, a con- 
tradiction This proves (3.5). 
(3.6). Suppose d> 4 and CO N Sp(4, q). Then Z, = C,,(R,) and 
C.z,(&) = zd- I. 
Proof Suppose (3.6) is false for Z,. Then by (3.5) C,(R,) = [Z,, Z,]. 
By (3.31, (3.4) /&+,:R+-,nM,l d2. Further [Z,,Rd,d-,nM,]< 
[Z& Z,] and Z, n Md< C(R,,-, n M,). Hence Z, n M, centralizes a 
GF(2)-hyperplane of Vi for each AE (6,) with Z,-, n Z, = 1. But then 
[Z, n Md, VJ < V, n Z, < Zd- I n Z, = 1 by (3.4). This shows R, & 1 Q 
C(Z, n Md), whence R,,- , < M, as before, a contradiction to (3.5). 
(3.7). G, = SL,(q). 
Proof Suppose (3.7) is false. Then by (3.5) R,,- 1 d G,, R,,, < Cd- I, 
and, even in case d = 4, [R,, , , V,]=L=[&d-1, v,-,]. Pick6-,Ed(6,) 
with Z-,nZ,=l. Then [V-r, V,_,nM_,]dC,_,(R,,,_,)=I. If 
Zdn M,, $ M- , for each such 6 ~, then arguing as in (3.5), 
CR, I 9 zdl = [zoo zdl, 
a contradiction to (3.4). Thus we may assume Z, n MO & IV_, 
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Now, as V-,dMde2 by the above and so [VP,, V,_,nM,]d 
F dP2 < C(R,+,), I’,_, n M, acts quadratically on VP, even in case d = 4, 
and (2.6) implies )I’,-,nM,: V,_,nM_,I=2. Hence Vd-lnM,= 
(P’,_,nM~,)(Z,nM,). Since (QPz,x) is already transitive on A(&,) 
for &,~d(K,)-6, and xEZdnM,-M, we have C,-,(x)=Z_,. 
Thus I[ V-, , Zd n M,Jj 2 q2 . Hence V_ , & M,-, , since otherwise 
a contradiction to Z, 4 G -, . Arguing as in (3.5) this implies 
Z,nM-, =Zd-,, whence q=2. 
Suppose 1 I’,-, : Vdp, n M,( > 2. Then Z, = [Z,, I’,- ,] = Z,- i and 
nM,-, Vd-,lGZo, a contradiction to (3.4)(2), since by (3.3) 
1:::: R,,,nhdm,1<2. This implies IV,-,: Cvdm,(V_,)l =4, whence 
POkCj and G1 rCjxC3 since MO 4 MP,. 
Thus setting Lel = C,-,(Z_,) it is easy to see that one of the following 
holds: 
(1) V-,/Z-, is the direct sum of two natural G,nG-,/MOM-,- 
modules 
(2) V-,/Z_, is the direct sum of three natural G,nGGl/lMoM_,- 
modules, and 1 # CP,/ZP, = Cvm,,z_,(Lp,). 
Suppose first (2) holds. Then C, -=J G_, and C, Q C(Z,n MO). But 
then as before [C,, Z,] = [Z,, Z,] dZ, and Go= (GonGp,, Z,) < 
N(Z,C_,). But then [G,nG_,,C~,]~ZZonC~,~Z_,, a contradiction 
to (2). 
So (1) holds. Especially, V, = Z,Z,. Let X= G, n Go n G_ , . Then 
X/M,-x, and GonG,=M,(Z,X)X. Suppose d=4. Then [V-,,Z,]d 
CR 0,1 Y V,]<[M,M,, V3]<Z22<V1 and thus GonG,dN(V,Vp,). Since 
by symmetry also Go n G-, d N( V, V_. , ) we obtain R, = V, V_, , a con- 
tradiction to Rb # 1. 
Thusd>4and by(3.3), (3.6) IR,:R,nG,J=2and [R,nG,,Z,]<Z,. 
Hence (2.20) shows that (R,/Z,)/C,,,,(~,) is irreducible as a Go-module, 
since case (3) of (2.20) cannot hold. Hence by (2.18) R,/Z, is the extension 
of a natural by a trivial Go-module. Especially, if A/Z, = CROIZO(Zd), then 
jR,:A(=2. Suppose A#R,nM,-,. Then Z,-, = Z,-, [A, Z,], by (3.6) 
a contradiction to Z, n Zdp i # 1. Hence either Z, = [A, Z,] = Z,- 1 or 
A d ZoMd. In the first case 
and thus VP, dMdpl, since ( VP,, O,(G, n Cd- i) ) normalizes Z, n MO. 
But then [ VP i, Z,] d Z,- 1 = Z,, a contradiction to Zd $ G _, . 
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In the second case IR,: C,,(Z,)( ~4. On the other hand 
C,-,(Z,n M,) f Z, and so I V-i : C,_,(Z,)l > 8, a contradiction. This 
finally proves (3.7). 
Summarizing the results of this section we obtain: 
(3.8) THEOREM. Suppose (with all the notations introduced in this 
section) that d is even. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) d=2 or 
(2) G, N SL,(2) and Z, is the natural G,-module. 
4. THE CASE d ODD 
In this section we carry on with the hypothesis and notation of Section 3, 
but we assume d= 1 (2) and, by way of contradiction, d> 3. 
Let again (6,, 6,) be a critical pair and (6,, 6,) . . . . ad-r, 6,) a fixed arc 
from 6, to 6,. Then Z, $ M,, but Z0 < Md- i as Z, d K,- , and 
Mdp 1 = Op’(Kd- ,) since 6,-, N 6,. Set Ld= Md(Zp). Then we have 
(4.1). The following hold: 
(1) OP’P(GJ d KdLd, C&, LJ < M,. 
(2) L, acts transitively on A(6,). 
(3) [I/,, Vd] 6 V, n V, but Z, acts non-trivially on V,/[ V,, Md] 
= iQ. 
(4) M,,M, = Q2 or IQ*: M,M,[ = 2 and G, ‘Y ‘FA(2), G,(2), G,(2)‘, 
or C,. 
Proof. The first part of (1) is obvious by the structure of G, and (*) of 
Section 3. The second part of (1) follows from L,b C,,(Z,) and (*) of 
Section 3. (2) is an immediate consequence of (1). The lirst part of (3) is 
obvious by minimality of d. To prove the second part assume that 
[Iv,, Z,]= 1. Then, as V,= (Zf;“,) by (2), Vd= [V,, M,]Z,-,. This 
implies Vd= [ Vdr M,; r]Z,_, for arbitrary r E N, whence V,= Z,- I, a 
contradiction. 
As M,- i $ M, also M, 4 M,. Further by the structure of G, we have 
[02’2(P2), Q,] = 1. Hence if M,,M, < Q2 then P2/M, has a factor group 
P,/M,M, with 
1 #Q2/M,M, 6Z(OP’(P,/M,M,)). 
Hence the description of the structure of the parabolics of the rank 2 Lie- 
type groups in [17, (3.2)] shows that (4) holds. 
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Next we show: 
(4.2) p=2 
Proof: Suppose p = 3 and change notation such that (Bd+ ,, 6,) is 
critical and pick 6, E d(6,) - 6,. Then all properties of (4.1) hold for 
L, =M,(Z,G;l). Since Z,,, acts quadratically on 8, (2.6) applied to the 
action of some (P)SL,(3) z L,/M1 implies 
H’ = Hn L, n C(L,/M,) N Z,. 
Let Zb < Z, be an irreducible G,-module. Then Zb is non-trivial and 
Z0 # V’, = (Z;‘“). Arguing as in (4.1) it follows that Z,, i acts non- 
trivially on v’; = Vi/[ V;, M,]. On the other hand, since by (2.4) 
m,(H) d 2, (2.11) (2.12), and (3.1) imply that one of the following holds: 
(~1 C-G, H’16 C.G, M,l 
(/I) G, ‘v L,(3) and Zb admits no quadratically acting three-element. 
(As H’<C(Z,)!) In case (a) H’<C,,(r’,), since 8; = ((,?$)“I), a 
contradiction to (2.6). In case (p) d = e and (2.5) and [lo] 
show that L,/M1 21 SL,(3), since otherwise G, N 3D4(3) and thus by (2.4) 
condition (*) of [lo] is satisfied in each Gi and so the obvious pairwise BN 
pair is complete, a contradiction to [17, (2.7)]. Hence 
But Z,nM,dM,+,. Since L1 = M,(M,, Zd+ I ) this shows that 
K,: Czb(H’)I 6 3, which obviously contradicts H’ < G, and C, N 
(P)SL,(3). (As m,(H) d 2!) 
(4.3). IVd: V,nM,162>IV,: V,nM,I 
ProoJ: Suppose (4.3) is false for Vd. Then L, = M, ( V~I) is not defined 
over GF(2) and H’=HnL,#l. Now [Z,, H’]=l. If [ZO, H’]< 
[Zb, M,] for an irreducible G,-submodule Zb of Z,, then arguing as in 
(4.2), (2.6) implies that V, does not act quadratically on Pi, a contradic- 
tion to d> 2. (Pi defined as in (4.2).) 
So H’ does not act trivially on Z&/[Z& M,]. Hence (2.11) implies that 
Co N 3D,(q) or (P)SL,(q). In the first case Hypothesis (1) implies qd4. 
But if q = 4 then easily G, N (P)SL,(4) and Z, N H’ ,< G,,, a contradiction 
to (2.11)(2). Hence q = 2 and H1 N Z, in the first case, since H’ does not 
act trivially on ZO. But then either G, is defined over GF(8) or 
G, 1: 3D,(2). In any case each G, satisfies by (2.4) condition (*) of [lo] 
and thus the obviously defined pairwise BN pair (defined in G,, G,!) is 
complete, a contradiction as in (3.7). 
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In the second case Hypothesis (1) implies c,,H’/Mi N SL,(4) or 
PSL,(4) x Hj, since in case C, N L,(2) obviously H1 must centralize ZO. 
But then, as [p2, H I]< Q2, [G,, H ‘I< M, and H ’ again must centralize 
.Zb, a contradiction. This proves (4.3). 
(4.4). One of the following holds: 
(1) G, N L,(2) and Z, is the natural G,-module. 
(2) Zd+, 4 M, for each Sd+, Ed such that Z,, 4 Gd+ I. 
Proof. Suppose (4.4) is false. Pick dd+, Ed with Z, gG,+ I but 
Z d+, d M, Then by (4.3) one of the following holds: 
(u) Izd+l:zd+l nMo121Zo:ZonMd+,I 
(P) lZ,nMd:Z~nMd+~I~IZd+,:Zd+lnM~I. 
As b-J,+, we obtain that Z, is in any case an FF module for GO. Now 
by choice of ad+, 
(*) CZ,+,,Z,l>CZ,+,,Z,nMdl~Zd+l. 
Suppose first (c() does not hold. Then IZ,: ZOnM,+,( =2 JZd+l: 
Z d+, n Mol. Since by (2.7) Z,, and Zd+ I are both GF(q)-modules if GO is 
defined over GF(q), this obviously implies q = 2. Also by (2.7) visibly G, is 
not isomorphic to U,(2), U,(2), G-(6,2), or G,(2) since otherwise 
IZ .zd+l d+l’ nMol=IZ,:C,,(Z,+,)1.1fnowG,-A,or~’,andIZ,(=26, 
then IZ,: C,,,(Z,+,)I =8, w ic is impossible since Z, is a GF(4)-module. h’ h 
So we obtain that ZO is the natural Sp(4, 2)-module or the direct sum of 
two natural L,(2)-modules. In any case Ld= M,(Z,, M,, i) normalizes 
the hyperplane Zd+ , n M, of Z,, I, which is impossible since L, acts 
transitively on d (6,). 
Hence (IX) holds and (*), (2.7), (2.8)(5), and (3.1) imply that G, N &, c6 
or as, z6 and ZO is the natural module for one of these groups or that 
G, 2 L,(2) and Z, is the direct sum of two natural modules. Suppose first 
G, N A, or C,. Then, arguing as above, IZd+i: Zd+ 1 n M,I =4 and 
ICZ d+,, Z,nM,]l =2. Now let F= CZd+l(ZDnMd). Then [F, Z,] = 
CZd+l> Z, n Md] < Zd. Hence cd normalizes F, a contradiction as above. 
Next assume G, N A, or C, and (Z,l =26. Suppose d> 3. Then 
R d+, = (VP+]) is abelian and Rd+, < C,,(Z,). Since (Z,, Md+l) cen- 
tralizes Z, + I n M, and acts transitively on d(6d), we obtain 
Ld= n Z,=Zd+,nM, 
fl% d(b) 
Thus Li = [Z,, Z,] < vd and Z, = L, L, < C(Rd+ 1). Hence Rd+ 1 < M2 
and (2.6) implies that IRdtl: RdCl nM,J <2. Since Rd+, nM, acts 
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quadratically on Z, n M, we have Rd+, n M1 d Zd+ ,M, and so 
CR d+,nM,,Z,nM,]dZd+,. Now ZonMdQMd+,G&+t and & can- 
not act non-trivially on some GF(2)-module such that an involution 
induces a GF(2)-transvection. Hence 02(Gd+ i) 6 C(R,+ ,/Zd+ ,) and thus 
R d+ i = V,, since 02(Gd+ ,) acts already transitive on d(?id+i). But this 
contradicts G = (Gd, Gd+ , ). 
Thus d= 3. But then one obtains a contradiction to the fact that 
[Z, n M,, Z,] < L, n L3 which is a l-space in Z,, considering Z, as a 
GF(4)-module, and to the action of K,/M, N X‘, on L,. 
If G, N L,(2) and d = 3 then by assumption 2, n M, contains a natural 
G,,-submodule ZO. Hence [Zb, Z,] u G, and so is contained in some 
natural G,-submodule of Z,, a contradiction to [Zb, Z,] not normal in 
G3. Thus d>3 and Z, = [Z,, Zdfl] < V,. Hence Rd+l GM, and 
IR .&+I d+l’ n M,I 6 2 by (2.6). Hence [Rd+ i, Z,] d Z, vd< vd, a con- 
tradiction to Z, $ G,, , . 
We fix for the rest of this section some 6,+ i Ed with Z, $ G,, ,. 
Then we have: 
(4.5). Either G, N L,(2) and ZO is the natural GO-module or 
Z d+lnM, d MO and&nMd 4 Md+l. 
Proof. Assume (4.5) is false and with symmetry, that Z, n M, d hfd+ , . 
Since L, =M,(MO, Zd+l) acts transitively on d(6,) this implies 
z,nfi!fdUGl. Let Zb be an irreducible G,-submodule of ZO. Since 
Zbn ZI is a non-trivial module for P,, (3.1) and (2.10)(l) imply that either 
Zb/[Zb, M,] is the direct sum of non-trivial irreducible P,-modules or 
(7, N L,(2) and Z0 a natural module. (If Co 31 L,(4) then as A is non- 
spherical, P, 2: L,(4) or L,(43), a contradiction to [Z,, VdnM,] = 1, 
since vd < M2 < C(ZO n Md). ) 
If in the first case Z0 4 M,, then 
by the above. But this is impossible since, as K, < N(M,Zd+ i), the middle 
group is normalized by K, and since ZO/[ZO, M,] is a direct sum of 
non-trivial irreducible K,-modules. Hence Z0 < Z0 n Md d Md+ i and 
Z d+, < C,,(Zb) = MO, a contradiction. 
If in the second case Z0 < M, the same argument applies. Thus 
Z, = (Z,n Md)Z&. Now, as C,,(P,) = 1, Z1 is the direct sum of natural 
L,(2)-modules. Since by assumption Z, & Z0 this shows that Z,/Zb con- 
tains an irreducible G,,-submodule V/Z;, is either equivalent to Z0 or the 
adjoint module. But then by [ 15, (2.2)] V is in any case the direct sum of 
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two irreducible, whence by the above equivalent, G,-modules. But then as 
IZ,,: Z, n Mdl = 2, some G,-submodule of V must be contained in Mdr a 
contradiction as above. 
(4.6). Z, is an irreducible module for GO. 
Proof’. Suppose (4.6) is false. Then by (4.3), (4.5), and (2.14) the 
hypothesis of (2.20) holds for Z0 or Z,, I and we may with symmetry 
assume it holds for Z,. 
By (3.1) and (2.20) G, 2: Sp(4,2) or L,(2) and Z, contains the direct 
sum of two natural modules. Hence by (4.3) there exist irreducible sub- 
modules Z0 of Z0 and Z;+ I of ZII+, with Zb < Md, Z>+ 1 6 M,. By (4.5) 
CZb> z;+ 11 f 1. 
If Go N Sp(4, 2) then Z, is the direct sum of two natural modules. 
If l-c/+ 1: -5, I n M,J = 2, then 1 [Zb, Z>+ )]I = 2 and Zb centralizes a 
subgroup of index 4 in Z,, r. Hence Zd+ 1 n M, <Z&+ r M, and thus 
L,= Md(zl, Mdt I> normalizes a subgroup of index 4 in Z,, I, a 
contradiction since L, is transitive on d(6,). Thus lZ&+ , : Z;, 1 n M,I = 4 
and [Z,, , n M,, Zb] = [Z;, ,, Zb] 6 Zld+ r which is impossible. 
Thus G, = L3(2) and it is easy to see that Z, is the direct sum of two 
natural modules. Since d is non-spherical, d = s, e , or 
- . Hence G, n G, centralizes Z,/Z, and as 1 V, : V, n Md+ 1) < 8 
it is easy to see that G,/M, N C, x z,. Then ) V,/Z,) = 24 or 26 and in the 
latter case 1 # C,/Z, = C v,lz,(G1). Now G,=K,L,, C,,(V,)=M,nM,n 
M, n M, for And, 6,#,? #6,. Thus &f, = M,/C,,( V,) is the direct 
sum of two or three natural K,/M, N ,X,-modules, which are permuted by 
(L,/M,)’ N 77,. Hence Cg,,(L;) = 1. But [M,, L;] < C,,(C,) so that M, 6 
C(C,). As [K,, L,,] GM, this implies L, d C(C,) and C, is elementary 
abelian. But this contradicts O,(Z(M,M,)) = Z,. 
This shows V, = Z,Z,. Further V’, = (Zh”l) = ZbZ;, where Z; u Gz, 
IZ;l = 8. Suppose 
R d+l=(Zi.l~~d*(~d+,))Zd+,~M2. 
Then Zb induces a GF(2)-transvection on &+, = Rd+l/Zd+ 1 and so 
~d+llcd+l is a natural module dual to Z&+, for G,, ,, where 
c dt I = C,Q+,(G’(G~+ r)). Hence ZiPI < Cd+, for some natural submodule 
of Z,_ , and setting V; = ( Z>G_d,‘) we obtain Z,, , VL u Gd+, . Now since 
Z; Q C( V>) and Z&-, < C(Zb), it follows that ) [ Vg, Zb]] = 2. Hence, if 
H dfl is a subgroup of G d+ 1 generated by three conjugates of Z0 with 
M d+l ffd+l=Gd+l, then Zd+,v&=Zd+,C,,+,.,(Hd+,). Since GdnGd+, 
centralizes V&/Z; + r this shows Vd a G,, r, a contradiction. 
Thus Rd+ , 4 M, and R, < Md-,. Suppose d>3 and pick 6_,~A(6,) 
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withZ_,n[zb,z;+,]=l.Claim V_,~M,_1.Namelyif(6_,,6,_,)is 
a critical pair, then 
where Z’-,=Z-,nZb, 6-,~d(6-,) with Z,-, & G-,, and Z’, is the 
irreducible submodule of Z-, containing Z’ 1. But then Z; = [Zb, Z&+ ,] 
[Z’,, Z&-,1 < Rd+l, a contradiction to R,,, & M2. Hence (J-r, 6,_,) is 
not a critical pair and [ VI 1, Z,- 1] < Zd-, n Z’ 1 = 1 by the same reason. 
Thus VP 1 = Z,( V-, n Md) and, since R, 4 M,- 1, 
But then G, = (G, n G _, , Z;+ 1 ) < N( V_ 1), again a contradiction. 
Hence d = 3. But then, as VI = ZO. Z; a G,, we have [Zb, Z,] ,< Z; n Z3 
and so 1 [Z&, Z,] 1 = 2. This final contradiction proves (4.6). 
Set for the rest of Section 4 F, = fi ZA, 1 E A(6 I ) and similarly F, for 
PeEwith p-6,. 
(4.7). One of the following holds: 
(1) G, 1: L,(2) and Z0 is the natural G,-module. 
(2) G,/C,,(Z,) N Sp(4,2) or A, and Z, is the natural module. 
(3) C, N 52(6,2) and Z,, is the natural G,-module. 
(4) G,, N G,(2) or G,(2)’ and (ZO( = 26. 
(5) G,d, or 2 6, (Zol = 26 and Z0 is the G,-module obtained from 
A6 F SL,(4). 
ProoJ Suppose (4.7) is false. By (4.3)-(4.6) and (2.5)(2), (2.14) one of 
the cases of (2.18) holds. Then, as (M,, Z,, ,) acts transitively on d(6,), 
C-G n Mdv &+ I n M,] d F, n Fd. Now by (2.19) and (3.1) 
(*I IC-Gn~d~Zd+I1: C.G~~d,&+I~~111~2~ 
since we assume (4.7) does not hold. Hence, if XE Zd+ 1 - (Z,, r n Ml), 
then ([Z,n M,/F,, x]/ d2. But on the other hand C,,,,,(x) = 1, since 
(M,,x) is already transitive on d(6,). Hence JZ,: F,I <4 and it is 
obvious with (2.18) and (3.1) that (4.7) holds. 
(4.8). Suppose d> 3. Then Rd+ 1 n M, M, < Zd+ 1 M, and R, n M,M,- , 
< Z,M,. 
Proof: R,, , n M, M, centralizes [ V,, Zd+ 1] d V,. But if PoQo is not 
defined over GF(2), then (2.6) implies that V,/F, contains a Steinberg 
module for L,/M,, L, = M,(M,, Zd+ I ) and so does not admit a 
quadratically acting four-group. 
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(4.9). Go is not isomorphic to Q-(6, 2), G,(2), or G,(2)‘. 
Proof: Suppose (4.9) is false. Then IZ,\ = 26 by (4.7). Claim 
(*I lz,+lnMl:z,+lnMoI=2. 
If not, then \Zrl+ I n M, : Zd+ f n M,( Z 4 and ICzO(Zd+ I n Ml)1 < 8. If 
CZa(Zd+i)>Z1, then as CzO(Z,+,) is (M,, Zd+r) invariant, it follows 
IC,,(Z,+ ,)I = 24, since (M,, Zd+r) is transitive on d(6,). Thus 
C,,(Z,+ ,) = Z,, C,,+,G) = Z,, and IZ,, , n Ml : &+, n MO1 = 8, a con- 
tradiction to [Z,, , n M,, Z,] < C,(Z,+ 1). 
Thus (*) holds and Czn(Zd+i)=F1, C,,+,(Z,)=F,. Pick ;1~d(B~+,) 
with Z,nF,=l. Then by (4.3) (V,: V1nM,162~1Z,:Z,nM,( and 
[Z, n M;., Vi n M31 6 Z, n ZA d Czd+,(ZO) n zj, = 1 
since Z, centralizes FL < Z,, I and IZ,: Fij =4 for each PEA(A). Hence 
Z, n M, centralizes a hyperplane in each Z,, ,U E d(l) and thus 
[Zzn MA, VA] = 1. But then V,<MM,. If now d> 3 then by (4.8) 
V, = Z,, i( VA n M,) and, since I’, centralizes F,, [V,, Z, n Md] < 
zi+ 1 CL+ 1 n M,, Z, n MJ d Z,, r < I/,. But as C,+,(Z, n Md) = Fd we 
have Z, n M, & G,, a contradiction. 
Hence d=3 and [Z,, V,nM,]<F,<Z,. But then [Z,, V,]<Z, by 
the action of 02(G2 n G,) on V,/F,. This easily shows that V, = Z,Z, and 
V, = Z,Z,. Hence [V,, Z,] <Z, < C,,( V,) even in this case, and the 
argument of (4.8) shows V,= Z,( V,n Ml). But then we obtain a con- 
tradiction as in case d > 3. 
(4.10). G,/C,,(Z,) & &, $5. 
Proof. Suppose (4.10) is false. Then by (4.8) IZ,I = 26. Since 
IZonM,+,( 3 8 and (M,, Z,,,) is transitive on d(6,), it follows that 
I F1 I = 24 = IF&. Further (F, n F,I = 4 since both are 2-dimensional sub- 
spaces of Z,, considering Z, as a GF(4)-module. Claim 
(*I K/+1 S M2 and Ro % M,-1 if d>3. 
Suppose (*) is false for R,, , . Then Rd+, = Z,, l(Rd+ 1 n M,) by (4.8) and 
IR d+lnW:Rd+l n M,I d 4 since Rd+ I centralizes F,. Hence Z,n Md 
centralizes a GF(2)-hyperplane of Rdtl/Zdfl and thus, since 
Z,nM,<M,+,G~+,, [O’(G,+,), Rdil] <Zdtl (since an involution of 
a6 cannot act as a GF(2)-transvection!). But then Rd+ I = Vd, a contradic- 
tion. This proves (*). 
Next we show [Z, n Md, Zrl+ , n Ml] f F,. If d = 3 this is obvious. If 
d> 3 and the statement is false, then Rd+ 1 centralizes a hyperplane of Zz, 
whence R d+l 6 M2, a contradiction to (*). Since F, n F, is a l-space of Z. 
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we obtain [Z,, Zd+, n M,] = F, r\ F;3 = C,(R,+ ,). Pick 6_, E d(6,) with 
F-,nF,nF,=l. Then, ifd>3, 
Hence (4.3) implies [ V_ , , Zd-, n M- 1 ] = 1 and so by (4.5) (6 _ i ,6,-, ) is 
not a critical pair. But then, again by (4.5), Zd-, <M-i and V-i < Md--2, 
whence as before IV_, , Z,- ,] = 1. Thus by (4.8) VP, = Z,( I’_, n Md) 
and by (*) 
CV-,n~d~Zd+, nM,l ~Gd+,(&WQQ’d-2 
Hence VP I n M, d (Z, n Md)Md+ i and so 
cv-13 -%,I nM,l~Z,CZ,nM,,Z,+,nM,l,<Z,,<V_,, 
a contradiction to Zd+ , n M, % G ~, . 
This shows d=3. But then [Z,,Z,nM,]=F,nFF,dZ,. Hence 
L3 = M3(Z,, M4) normalizes Z4 n M,, which is impossible. 
(4.11). Suppose G,/C,,(Z,) 21 C6 or A6. Then the following hold: 
(1) 1Zd+1nM,:Zd+lnM,j=2 and Z,+,nM, induces a GF(2)- 
transvection on Z,. 
(2) G,/CG,(ZJ = 2,. 
Proof: It is obvious that (2) is a consequence of (1). So assume (1) is 
false. As Z,<M, in any case by (4.7) JZd+l n M,: Z,, I nM,( =2, but 
z, = Cz/+ 1nM,,Z,]6V,dR,+, 
Thus if d> 3, R d+,<A42M, and by (4.8) R,+,=Z,+,(R,+,nM,). Since 
[Z,, Zd+i]< Vd<Rd+, this implies Z,,<N,,(R,+,)=G,nG,+,, a con- 
tradiction to (4.5). 
Thus d=3, Z,nZ,~[Z,nM,,Z,nM,]#l and Z,=C,,(Z,nM,), 
Z, = C,,(Z, n M,). Since [Z,, Z4 n M, ] = Zi d Z2, the action of G2 n G, 
on V,/Z, implies [Z,, Z,] d Zz. Hence easily VI = Z,Z, and L,/M, N E,, 
where L, =M,(M,, Z,). 
Pick now 6, E d(6,) with Z, n Z, = 1. Then (c?,, 6,) is not a critical pair, 
since otherwise by (4.5) 1 # [Z, n MS, V, n M3] <Z, n Z,. Hence 
[Z,, V,] <Z,nZ,= 1. 
Hence V, = Z,( V, n M,) and either V, n M, > Z, or 1 V5 n Ml : V, n MO/ 
= 8. In any case there exists an x E V, n M, - Z, centralizing ZO n M,. Let 
H,=(Z,nM,,M,). Then, as M,M,=Q,, either M4H4=G4 or 
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M, H,/M, N A,. In any case d3 and 6, are interchanged by H,. Hence 
V, n V, > Z, and, since G3 n G4 n G5 acts irreducibly on VJZ, and V,Z,, 
we obtain V, = V,. This contradiction proves (4.11). 
(4.12). If G, ‘v C, then d= 3. 
Proof: Suppose (4.12) is false. Then Zd+, n M, induces by (4.11) a 
transvection on Z,. Claim 
(*I Z, $ &+I and Z, & R,. 
Suppose Z, d R,. Then R, d M,_ i M, since it centralizes Z,Z,_ 2. By 
(4.8) R, = Zo(Ro n Md) and thus 
a contradiction to Z,, I 4 G, by (4.5). 
Picknow6~,Ed(6,)suchthatZ..,nZ,=l.Then[V~,,Z,~,nM_,] 
<Z-,n Vd--Z<Z--l n R,-, Q Z-, n CzO(Zd+ i) = 1, since obviously 
Z, = C,(Z,+ , ). Hence (6 ~,, dd+ I) is not a critical pair and (4.3), (4.5) 
imply 
Hence by (4.8) I/- 1 = Z,( V- I n Md) and by (*) I I/_ L n M,: V-, n Md+ II 
~4. Let A=(Vp,nM,+,)Z,. Then, as shown, IV_,:A)62 and H,= 
(M--l, Zdfl n M,) normalizes A. But as in (4.11) MoHo = G, and 
H,nG-,nG-, acts irreducibly on Z_,/Zp, for each 6~2~d(6-,). 
Hence V_, = A = V, which is obviously impossible. 
Now we can finally show: 
(4.13). One of the following holds: 
(1) d= 1 or 
(2) G, N L,(2) and Z, is the natural G,-module. 
Proof: By (4.6)(4.12) we only need to show that d > 3 if 
G,/C,,(Z,) % C, and lZol = 24. So assume d = 3 in this case. Suppose first 
Zi n Z, = 1. Then there exists a subgroup Z, N KG K, n G, n K, acting 
irreducibly on Z, and Z,. But then Z, = ((Z, n M,)K) 6 M,, a contra- 
diction. 
Hence ZL n Z, = Z, and if &, ed(do) such that Z_, nZ, = 1, then 
(6 -r, 6,) is not a critical pair. But then by (4.4) 
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for such a &, . Now as [Z,, Z4 n M,] d Z, we obtain as in (4.11) 
[Z,, Z,] <Z, and V3 = Z,Zq. Hence PO/Q0 II ,E, and G,/M, = 2, x,X,. 
Thus V ~,=Z,(V,nM,)and[V_,,Z,nM,]dZOZ,<V,.Nowbythe 
structure of z, there exists a subgroup Z, 2: R < G-i n GO n G, satisfying 
Q2 = M,( (Z, n M,)R). Hence [V-, , M,] Q V, and with symmetry 
[V,,M~,]<V-,. But then V,V_,aG,=M,(M,,M-,), a contradic- 
tion to Rb# 1. 
5. A NON-EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section we carry on with the hypothesis and notation introduced 
in Section 3. We assume in addition that G, N L,(q) and G, & A6, 2,. By 
(3.8) and (4.13) either d6 2 or G, 2: L,(2) and Z. is the natural G,-module. 
Assume for the rest of this section that the second possibility holds. Then 
Z = Z2 = (ZG2) 5: Z, and JZ,) = 4. We consider in this section the coset- 
graph r= T(G,, G2). Since d is non-spherical, d = o----c~33 or 
e and G, E {G,(2)‘, G,(2), 3D4(2), 2F,(2), or 2F,(2)‘}. To 
1 2 0 
simplify notation we change the enumeration of A to A = e . 
(I.e., we interchange G, and G, !). 
Use the same notation as in Section 3. Choose for the rest of this section 
a fixed vertex 6, such that (6,, 6,) is a critical pair, where 6, = Go. Let 
6,, 6,) . . . . dd- i, ad be a fixed arc from 6, to 6, and assume without loss of 
generality 6, = G, . As in Section 3 we drop the 6 for groups corresponding 
to vertices of this arc. 
We first show: 
(5.1). Suppose d s 0 (2). Then the following hold: 
(1) d>4. 
(2) Cl N G,(2) or G,(Z)‘. 
(3) V,/Z, is the natural cl-module or a non-split extension of the 
natural G,-module by a trivial. 
ProoJ Suppose d= 2 and pick b3 E A(b,) such that V, n G, 4 M2M3 = 
02((G2nG,). Then (V, nGG3)M2= T~syl,(G,) and V, nG, is an 
elementary abelian normal subgroup of T not contained in I@,, a contra- 
diction to (2.13). Next suppose d=4. Then Z, = [Z,, Z,] =Z, -=I G2, 
which is impossible. This proves (1). 
Next suppose (2) is false. Pick 6,+, E A(6,) with Z, n G,, , & MdMd+ 1. 
As Z, =Z,_, (1) implies Vd+, <G,. Hence by (2.14) [Vd+,: Vd+lnM,l 
d 25 if G, N 3D4(2) resp. <26 if G, N ‘F’,(2) or ‘F4(2)‘. Hence Z. n G,, , 
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centralizes a subspace of index 6 26 resp. 2’ in Vd+ ,/Zd+ r, a contradiction 
to (2.14) since 2,/Z, is a natural submodule of V,/Z, of Gz,/MOM, 
22 2,. 
Now with (2.15) the same argument shows that VI/Z, contains only 
natural and trivial G,-composition factors. Suppose that VI/Z1 contains 
two natural composition factors and let 6,+, be as before. Then 
IV,: V,nGd+lIG2, IVd+[: V,+,nMd<8, and CVd+lnM,, v,nG,+,l 
<Z,=Zd-,. Applying (2.15) to the action of G,,, on V,+,/Z,+, 
this implies [ V, n Cd+, : V, n Md+ ,I = 2, a contradiction to ) [V,, , , 
V,nM,+,ll,<2 and Vdil 4 M,. 
As V,/Z, = ((Z,JZ,)G1), this shows that V,/Z, is the extension of a 
natural by a trivial G,-module. Further, since ZO/ZI < [ Y,/Z,, G,], the 
extension does not split. 
(5.2). V, /Z, is the natural G,-module if d s 0 (2). 
Proof. Suppose (5.2) is false and pick S,, I Ed such that 
V, n G,, 1 $ MdMd+ 1. Then V,, 1 < G, since Z, = [Z,, Z,] = Z,- r. 
Let WZ, = Gllz, (G,). Then IC,(=4 and [C,,GI]=Z, by (5.1). 
Claim C,Z, 41 G,. If our claim is false, then MO 6 C&C, Z,), since 
~M,:M,nC,,(C,)[ ~2. But, as [CIZO, ZJ<Z,, Zd induces a GF(2)- 
transvection on C, Z, so that Cr Z, = Z,C,z,(G,), a contradiction. 
Let R,= ( VI /,?~4(6,)) and &=R,/Z,. Then by (5.1)(l) R, is 
elementary abelian and & has at least three non-trivial GO-composition 
factors, one of which is not the dual module of Z,, since 8, has the 
G, n G1 composition series 
F,>[V,,M,]>c+,>l 
and the first two composition factors are non-trivial G, n G,-modules. (If 
& contains a Steinberg submodule m, then En c, = 1, a contradiction to 
2;, <[B,, MO]!) 
But on the other hand R, < Cd-, and thus )R,: Ron M,- ,) ,< 8. Since 
[&,nM,-,, Vd-,]<Zd-I<ZO, this implies IV,_,: V,_,nM,I<2. 
Now by symmetry also ) Yr : V, n M,J = 2 and thus V, < G,, , , Obviously 
Ivd+l: vcf+, nM,I >4 since l[Vd+,, t]l Z 8 for t E V, - MdMd+ , and 
thus Zd+ 1 = [V, n Md+, , Vd+ 1], since V,, I cannot centralize a subgroup 
of index 4 in V,. (I V, : V, n M,, ,( ~4, since V, 4 MdMd+ 1 and acts 
quadratically on V d+ I !) Now, by the structure of U,(3), all involutions of 
V&nG+lWd+IIMd+l lie in MdMd+,lMd+,. Since V, $ MdMo’+, by 
choice, and since 1 V, : V, n Mdl = 2 and 1 VI : V, n M,, ,( = 4, this implies 
V,nM,= VlnMd+,G;+,. Hence l[V,nMM,, V,+,/Z,+,]l=4. But 
cannot centralize a subgroup of index 4 in V, so that 
rE;M,,,, r’d+,]=Zd+, and ICV, n Md, Vd+,]l =8. Further, as 
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z dtl d VI, we have CZd(V,)=Zd--lZd+,d[V1nM,, V/d+l]. Hence 
ICv,nMdIz,~ V,,,ll=4. 
Now, as R,/Z, contains at least three non-trivial Cd-composition factors, 
(R,: R,n Mr( > 4. Hence Rd ,< M, M2, since R, acts quadratically on V, . 
Therefore (2.16) implies 
Z,Qt-~,,R,l=CV,> V,+,lGV,nV,+,. 
Let Fd+l = (Rp+l). Then [Vdfl, F,+,]=lsinced>4.HenceF,+,fM, 
and centralizes [VI, Rd]. This implies F,, , < M, Rd and thus 
[VI, Fd+ ,] < Vd+, . This shows that Fd+ r/V,+, is a trivial module for 
( VP+’ ) and so 
F -Rid (Gd> Gci+,)=G> d+l- 
a contradiction. 
(5.3). dr 1 (2). 
Proof: Suppose false and pick a,+, EA(~~) with V, n G,,, 4 
MdMd + 1 . Claim 
(*) Rd= R,/Z, has exactly two Gacomposition factors, which are 
both natural GJmodules dual to Z,. 
Since Pd+l/CPd+l, Mdl and Cfd+,, Md] are both natural L,(2)-modules 
for G,n G,, 1 and since [&, M,] = ( [ qJ+, , MJGd) (*) is obvious if we 
can show that &/CR,, Md] and CR,, Md] are both FF modules. If 
(R,:R,nM,(64 or if )V,:V1nM,134 this is the case. So we may 
assume (VI: V, nM,I =2, whence V, <GGd+, and R,dM,M, since it 
acts quadratically on V,. But then, as 1 Vd+,: V,, 1 n M,I >4 since 
V, 4 MdMdt I, we obtain 
and thus Fd+,<MZ and [V,,F,+,J=[V,, V,+,]<Vv,+, as in (5.2). 
Hence again Fd+ 1 = R,, a contradiction. 
Now (*) implies (R,:R,nM,I=4 (as V,-,<M,!). Since by (e) 
appliedtoR,, ~V,:V,nV3~<4aandsinceIV,nG,+,:V,nM,+,J>4,we 
have V, d Gd+ 1. We show that this is impossible. 
Pick ;1 E d(6,) with V, 4 G,. Then, as V, ,< M, and ) V, : V, n MdJ = 2, 
since Z,_ ,Z,+, = Czd( V,), we obtain IV, n M,: V, n MAI & 2. Now 
[V, n Mi., VA] d V, n Z, = 1. Hence V, centralizes a subgroup of index at 
most 4 in V, and so ( V,: V, n M,( d 2, a contradiction to Rd= V,_ 1 V, by 
(*). This proves (5.3). 
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(5.4). The following hold: 
(1) d>l 
(2) c?, z G,(2) or G,(2)‘. 
Proof If (1) is false then [Z,, M,] <Z, and Z, & M,. Hence O*(c,) 
centralizes M,, a contradiction to hypothesis (3) of Section 3. Assume (2) 
is false. Then by (2.14) ( Vd: Vdn M,( < 26 resp. 25 in case of ‘D,(2). 
Further [ Vd n M, , V,] 6 Z, , so that each element of V, Md/Md centralizes 
a subgroup of index 2? resp. 2’j in V,/Zd. Hence (2.14) shows G, N 3D,(2) 
and all elements of 8: are long root elements of G,. Hence 
I V, : V, n MdJ < 4 and thus every element of V,M,/M, centralizes a sub- 
group of index at most 8 of VI/Z,. This implies Vd f M,, a contradiction 
to v, 4 Md. 
(5.5). (a) VI/Z, is the natural G,-module or an indecomposab/e 
module, which is the extension of a natural by a trivial module. 
(b) lf Cl/Z, = Cv,,zl (G,)# 1, then Z,C, is not normal in GO. 
Proof The proof of (a) is exactly the same as the proof of (5.1)(3). To 
prove (b) note that M,02(G,,n G,) < C(C,) if ZOCl 4 Go, since 
[Z,C,, M,] < Z,. Hence the elements of M, - M, act as GF(2)-transvec- 
tions on Z,C,, so that Z,C, =ZOx C,,,,(G,). 
(5.6). d> 3. 
Proof: Suppose d= 3. We first show 
(*) [V,, V,]=Z, and IV,: V,nM,) =2. 
Let T= G, n G, n G,. Then M, TE Syl,(G,) and M1 V, is M, T-invariant. 
Hence, if ) V, : V, n Mi( = 2, then obviously (*) holds. 
Next suppose 1 V, : V, n M, ) = 4. Then all elements of V, M, /M, are long 
root involutions of G, by the structure of a 2-Sylow subgroup of G,(2). 
Hence by (2.16) there exists a hyperplane H of V, such that 
( [H/Z,, Vjl] = 2, whence I [ZY, V3]l ,< 4. On the other hand, H 4 M,, 
as G, is 2-transitive on d(6,). Hence I[H, V,/Z,]l 24 and thus 
I[H, V,]l 28, since Z3= [HnM,, V,] if (H: HnM,J=2. 
We obtain IV/,: V,nM,I=8=IV,: V,nM,(. Suppose that VI/Z, is 
not irreducible and let Ci/Zi= CV,,z!(Gi) for i= 1, 3. Then, as 
I[V,/Z,, V,]l =24, C,C3< V,n V,. But since [C,, T]<Zj, the action of 
G,(2) on its natural module implies C,Z,= C,Z,. Hence C3Z2~G2, 
which is by (5.5)(b) impossible. 
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So V,/Z, is the natural G,-module. Let A E d(6,) with Z, < Z,Z3 but 
6, # 1# 6,. Then, as V, n V, is M,- and M,-invariant, we obtain 
Hence IA/Z,( = 2 and A is P-invariant, where P is the parabolic subgroup 
of G, normalizing (6,, 6,, A}. Further (,4GznG1) = [Vi, MJ for i= 1, 3. 
Hence if L, = (AG2), then L,/Z, is a natural G2-module dual to Z2. (This 
is a special case of [ll], but can also be shown easily the direct way!) As 
@(L2) = 1, (L, : Lz n V, ( = 2, but L, 4 M,, it follows that [V,, L, J is a 
Gi n G,-invariant 4-group contained in Z,. But such a group does not 
exist. 
Now (*) implies [VlnM,, V,nM,]<Z,nZ,=l and [V,,M,, V3] 
<Z,nZ,=l=[V,,M,, Vi]. Let J&=([V,,M,]~*) and R,=(VF). 
Then the double transitivity of G, on d(6,) implies [R,, L2] = 1. 
Further CR,, M2] = L, and L, n V, = [Vi, M2]. Pick 6, E d(6,) with 
V3=(V,nL,)Z4. Then also V3=(V3nL,)Z, and V3nL,nZ,=Z,= 
V3 n L4 n Z,. (6, and 6, correspond to opposite parabolic subgroups of 
G,!) As Zz<R, we have LqdMZ. 
Claim 
(f’) Vi n M3 centralizes a hyperplane of L4/Z,. 
If )Lq:L4nM,I<4, then jL,:Z,(L,nM,)162 and as [V,nMM,, 
L,nMI]dZ,nL,=l our claim holds. So we may assume 
IL,:LqnM,(=8. Let B=L,nM,G;. Then IB:BnM,j=4 and B acts 
quadratically on Vi/Z, , since all four groups in U,(3) are conjugate. 
Hence by (2.16) I[Vi nM,/Z,, B]/ =2 or 8. In the first case 
Z,CV, nM,, Bl bZ,[V, nM,, &I ,<ZIZ3 
and thus [V, n M,, B] <Z,Z, n L,=Z, <Z4 and (t) holds. In the 
second case 
by (*) and (2.16), a contradiction to Z, n L, = Z3. 
As Vi n M3 4 M4 (t) shows that LJZ, is an FF module for G4 and 
Vi n M3 induces a GF(2)-transvection on L,/Z4. If now C3 ZZ,, where 
Cd5 = Cv,lz,(~d, then CP% -d G4, a contradiction to (5.5)(b). So V3/Z3 
is the natural G,-module and V, n LJZ, is a natural L,(2)-module for 
G3 n Gq. This shows that L,/Z, is a natural C,-module dual to Z,. Hence 
L, V,/V, N Z, and thus, if F, = <Lfl), F,/V, either is a trivial G,-module 
or contains a non-trivial composition factor. In the first case F, = V, Lz, a 
contradiction to 
Z,<[F,,M,]<V,nL,. 
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In the second case we obtain a contradiction to [F,, V,] < [M2, V3] < 
V, n Lz, since F, 6 C,,(Z,) < M, as Zz < VI < R, 6 C(L,). This proves 
(5.6). 
(5.7). For each critical pair (6,, 6,) we have ) V,: V, n MdJ =2= 
( Vd: Vdn MI1 and V, resp. V, induce long root involutions on VJZ,, resp. 
v, IZ, . 
Proof Suppose (5.7) is false. Then 1 V, : V, n M,J > 4 or I V,: Vd n M, 1 
2 4 and with symmetry we assume the latter. First suppose I V, : V, n MdI 
= 4. Then Zd = [ V, n M,, V,] f V, , since V, cannot centralize a subgroup 
of index 4 in V,, and so Z,- r d [V,, Vd] < V, by the action of G,(2) on 
its natural module. Let W, = (R,Gl ). Then [ W, , V, ] = 1 since d > 5 and 
thus W, < C&m, (zf-,)GMMd-l. Since [ Vd, V,, W,] = 1, this implies 
I[ V,, W,]: [ Vd, VI] ( ~2. Hence WI/V, is a trivial module for H, = 
O*( ( V,“l)). Since H, is already transitive on d(6,), this implies W, = R,, a 
contradiction. 
Next suppose ) V, : VI n MdJ = 2. If Z2 < [ V, , Vd] we obtain a contradic- 
tion as before, arguing with W,, Hd instead of W,, H,. So ZI $ [V,, VJ 
and [ V, , Vd n M, J = 1. Since V, cannot centralize a hyperplane of V, we 
have Z, = [ V, n M,, V,]. Further, as I V, : V, n Mdl = 2, 1 V,: Vdn M, ) = 4 
and by (2.16) ( [ V, , Vd] / = 8. (Le. all involutions of V, - MI act as long 
root involutions on V, /Z, !) Hence 1 [V,, V,/Z,]I = 4 and Vdn M, = 
C,( V, 1. Pick 6,+, Ed with V,=(VdnMI)Zd+,. Then 
(*) CZd+,(VI)=Zd=CZd+l(V1nM,) 
since Z,, I nM,=Z,and so jV,nM,: V*nM,+,J=4. 
If now (6,,6,+2) is critical for some Jd+2~d(dd+l) then 
P-ii+ 1 n [ V3, V,,, 2] Z,I >/ 4 as above, a contradiction to (*) and 
[VI, V3]= 1. So Z,<MM,+, for each Bd+2~d(6d+l) and [Z,, Vd+J< 
Z d+2~V,=Iby(~).HenceR,+,6M,andlR,+,:(R,+,nM,)Z,+,I~2 
since RL+ 1 = 1. 
But on the other hand, since V,/[ Vd, Md+ r] and [ Vd, M,,+ l]/Zd+, are 
both natural modules for G,n Gdtl, R,, r/Z,+ r contains at least two 
non-trivial G,, , /Md+ , -composition factors. Hence ) [VI n Md, H/Z,+ 1] 1 
2 4 for each hyperplane H/Z,+, of Rd+ , /Zd+ , . But this is a contradiction 
to 
[VI n Mti, (Rd+ I ~M,)Z~+,~~~Z,Z,+,. 
So we may with symmetry assume that I V, : V, n M,I = 8 = I Vd: Vd n M, I. 
Without loss of generality Z, n C,,( V,) = Z,. Pick 6-, Ed with 
V-, Q Mde2. Then I[ VA,, V,_,l] n Z,( >4, a contradiction to V,- 1 f 
C(V,). Thus V_,<M,-, for each &,~4(6,)-6, and [V-,, Vd-2]Q 
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Z,nZ,-,=l. Hence R,,<Md-i and R,,< V,M,. But then [R,, Vd]< 
V, <R,, a contradiction to Vd 4 G,. 
(5.8). There exists no group satisfying the hypothesis of this section. 
Proof: Suppose (5.8) is false. Then (5.3k(5.7) hold and thus Z,= 
[V,, V,] =Z, for some AEd( pEd(&,), since Z,= [Vi nM,, V,]. 
Now Z, # Zd, since V, cannot centralize a hyperplane in VI/Z,. Hence 
[V,nM,, VdnM,]=l and, since [Vd,Mp]<VdnM,, [Vl,Mn]< 
V, n M,, we have 
(*) Cc/dql=G‘p1)~ CvI~~Al=Cv,(Vd). 
Without loss of generality ZO n [ Vd, MP] = Z,. Suppose K, & Md--2 
for some 6-,~4(6,)-6,. Then by (5.7) Z_,< [V-,, Vdp2], a contra- 
diction to (*) since V,_. 2 < C( Vd). Thus [V_ 1, Vd- 2] d ZeI n Zd- 2 = 1 
for each such 6-, and so RO<Md-,. Let Vz= [Vd,M,]. Then 
[VP,, V~ldZ,nCV~,,M,l=Z,nCV-,,M,l. 
Because of V, = [ V,, M,] Z, = [ V, , M,] Z, we have [M,, x] & Z, for 
each XEZ~--Z,. Hence [V-,, V$] <Z, and so V;<M-,. But then 
[V;, VP,]<Z,nZ-,=l. This implies R,<C(Vz) and thus R,<V,M, 
by (2.7). But then 
[R,, Vd=CV,, VJ=Z1<&,, 
a contradiction to V, & G,. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
In this section we carry on with the hypothesis and notation of Section 3. 
But since we also use the third maximal parabolic subgroup G2 of the 
quasiparabolic system fi, we write G,, for the conjuate of G, of distance 2 
in f. 
By Section 5 we know that, if G, N L,(2) and IZ,I = 8, then G, N a6 or P 
C,and A: A. Hence case (3) of Theorem 3 holds. Thus we may 
from now on assume that IZ,J >8 if G,N L,(2). But then by (3.8) and 
(4.13) d= 1 or 2. We first treat the case d= 1. 
(6.1). Suppose d = 1. Then the following hold: 
(1) GO/C&Z,) N a6 or 2,. 
(2) (Z,I = 26 and is the GO-module obtainedfrom a6 c SL,(4). 
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Proof. Let Zb be an irreducible G,-submodule of Z,. Then Zb is 
nontrivial. Claim 
Suppose (*) is false. Then ZbZ; < M, , where Z; is the conjugate of Zb 
normal in G,,. If [ZO, Z;] = 1, then Z; 6 M, and thus Z, 6 C,,(Z;) = M,,. 
But then Z, d M0 n M, < M, , a contradiction to d = 1. 
Thus Z; $ M,, and with symmetry we may assume (Z;: Z; n M,I > 
IZb: Zb n Ma*). So one of the cases of (2.7) holds. But on the other hand 
Op’p(P2) < Go n G, n G6,,, so that Z;M,a P,. If now G,- A,, 2, and 
lZ&l = 26 then IZbn Z;( =24 and thus Z;/Z; nZb is a trivial O’(P,)- 
module, a contradiction to [Z;, O’(P,)] < MO. If G, = U,(q) or U,(q) 
and Zb is the natural module, then Z;/Z; n M, is the orthogonal 
P, N L,(q’)-module, while by the action of P, n G,, on Z2 it must be the 
natural module. This together with (2.8)(5) shows that one of the cases 
(l)-(3) of (2.7) holds. If now G, ‘v L,(q) or G, N Sp(4, q) with q> 2, 
we obtain a contradiction to Z;M,/M, = Z;jZ; n MO ir Z;jC,;(Zb) as 
CVP(P2)-module. (If G, N L3(q), then Z;M,,/M, is non-trivial, while 
Z;/C,;(Zb) is trivial. If c, = Sp(4, q) then jZ;M,,/M,J = q2, which is 
impossible if q > 2!) Hence we obtain lZbl = 24 and G, N A, or C,. 
Let in this case I”, = (Z;‘“), Z’, = Z, n Z&. Then (2.6) implies that 
Vi/Z’, admits no faithfully and quadratically acting 4-group. Hence 
(Z, : Z, n M, I = 2. Since [Z;, Z, n M, ] d Z; and since z:, contains no 
4-group, the elements of which act as GF(2)-transvections, this shows that 
ZoZb is a trivial G,-module. But then Z, = Zb by definition of Z0 and 
C,(G,) = 1, a contradiction. This proves (*). 
So Zb/Z&n M, is a trivial P,-module, while Z’, is a non-trivial 
P,-module. Assume first G, = G,/C,,(Zb) is a Lie-type group. Then, as 
[Zb, M,] <ZbnM,, (2.10)(l), (3.1), and [18] imply G,ir (P)SL,(4) or 
SL,(3) and Zb is not the natural module. (If G,- SL,(2) then (*) and 
Z,M, = ZbM, easily imply Z, = Zb is the natural L,(2)-module, a con- 
tradiction to our hypothesis.) Hence A: m, since q = 3 or 4. Now 
G, N G,(q) or 3D4(q). But since by the structure of G, we have S = Q,Zb, 
this is a contradiction to (2.13). 
So G,, N 2, or 2.6 and, since Zb/ZO n M1 is a trivial P,-module, lZb[ = 26 
by (2.17). (If Zb is a l&dimensional module of (2.17), then Zb/[Zb, M,] is 
a non-trivial P,-module. Hence, if we consider G, ? TL,(4) in its action on 
Zb, then a 3-element h of P, is contained in X”, where X is the maximal 
parabolic of fL,(4) stabilizing [Zb, M,]. This shows that h acts non- 
trivially on Zb/Zb n M, , a contradiction.) 
It remains to show Z0 = Zb. Suppose this is not the case and let L, = 
M,(Z&, Z;). Then 6,- 6,inL,.Assume IZb:ZbnMIl=4.ThenHcon- 
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tams a 3-element centralizing Zb n Z; and acting faithfully on Zb/ZO n M, , 
which is impossible by the action of f.6 on Zb. 
So lZ&: Zb n M,) = 2 and /Zb n Z;l = 24, since (ZO n M2)(Z; n M,) < 
Zb n Z; as 6, - S2 in L,. Let V’, = ((Zb n M,)L1). Then, as 
lZ;n M,: ZbnZ;I =2 and Z,M, =ZbM, since ZbM, is H-invariant, it 
follows that [Z,, V;] < Zb. But [ZO, Vi] # 1, since Z&n M, #Ton Z;, so 
that Z,/Zb is a trivial GO-module. This proves (6.1). 
(6.2). Suppose d = 1. Then the following holds: 
(1) GO=26z6 
(2) G, 2: 2’ +6L,(2) 
(3) G, = Ml . (Z, x A’,) and Ml/Z1 is the direct sum of a natural 
Q + (4, 2)-module and a natural C,-module. 
ProoJ: We first show: 
(*) Z, = Z, n Zd2 has order 4. 
Suppose (*) is false. Then IZ,n Za21 = 24, since Cc,(Mr) <Ml. By the 
same reason IZ,: Z, n M, 1 = 2 so that V, > ZO n Zb2, where V, = 
((Z,nMl)L1) and Ll=M,(Z,,Z62). But then V, $ MO, [ZonZ,,, V,] 
= 1, a contradiction, since by [V,, 02(P,)] <MO, V, must act as a field 
automorphism of SL,(4) on ZO. 
Let K=02’2(P2), F,= [Z,, K], and V,= (F,$l). Then IF01 = 16 and FA 
is K-invariant for each 1 EL, . Hence the action of 2, on Z, implies that 
@(VI) = 1. As V, $ M, we have [Z,, V,] = F0 and thus V, = F,F,, where 
Fz = [Z,,, K]. This implies L,/M, N 2, and 
This shows that MO/Z, is a trivial G&module and so, since either 
Z,< @(MO) or @(M,)= 1, the latter holds. But then Z,=M,, as 
IIMo, Gl d Z,, and GO N 26 .T6 or 26a6 by the Frattini argument. Now 
the second possibility contradicts (*). So (1) holds. 
Let W, = ((Z, n IV,)~‘). Then, as VI/Z, is the natural Q+(4,2)- 
module and [ZonM,,Z,,nM,] <Z,, JSI =21° implies IW,: VII =4, 
W; = Z,, and W, = M, . Now (3) is easy to see. Moreover, since IS/Z1 = 29 
and M,/Z is a non-trivial module for G, we have G, E (L,(2), A,, Z,}. The 
action of g6 on Z, implies ( [M2 n CL, MO]/ = 4. Hence if M, < Gb then 
(M2/Z( B 25 and MO induces GF(2)-transvections on Mz/Z, which is 
impossible since Q, contains three non-trivial P,-sections. 
SoM, 4 G&,~[Mo,M,]I=24and)M,)=27.SinceMoM,=Q,andsince 
A, has no non-trivial GF(2)-module V with two non-trivial PI-sections and 
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) [H, Q,]l = 2 for some hyperplane H of I/ (as ) [M, n Gb/Z, MO]/ 2 2!) we 
obtain G, N L,(2). Since M2/Z contains two non-trivial P,-sections this 
shows (2). 
(6.3). Suppose d = 2. Then lZol = 24 and GO = G,/C,,(Z,) E {A,, C,}. 
Proof. Without loss ) Za2 :Zg, n M,I > 1 Z, : C,( Z,J. Hence one of the 
cases of (2.7) holds for Z, and 6,. Further Op’p(P2) d G, n G, n GJ2 and 
thus acts on Za2Mo/Mo. Hence exactly the same argument as in the first 
part of the proof of (6.1) proves (6.3). 
(6.4). Suppose d = 2. Then the following hold: 
(1) G,, = M,R,, RO N as, Z, = @(M,) is the natural Sp(4,2)‘-module, 
while IMo/Z,I = 26 and is the module obtained from as 5 SL,(4). 
(2) G,=M,R,, R,2:.E3xAs, @(M,)=Z,, and (M,/Z,I=2* andis 
the direct sum of two orthogonal A, N Q-(4,2)-modules, which are permuted 
by C,. 
(3) G2 N 2’+%2 -(6,2) non-split. 
Proof. By (6.3) we have 
Z,=Z,nZ,,=Z,nM,,=Z,,nM,. 
If now @(MO)= 1, then (M,: Z,( 62 since IH’(Gi, Z,)l =2 and 
Z0Za2 u L1 = M, (M,, M, ). But this is impossible since L, is already 
transitive on A(6,) and since all involutions of Z,Zh2 are contained in 
ZOUZ&* 
Thus Z, 6 @(M,). As [Zaz, M, n M,] d Z, d Z, we have 
) M,: (M, n M,) @( MO)1 3 4, since otherwise O*( (Z,G)) would centralize 
M,/@(M,). Hence ) MO M, : M, @(MO)\ 3 4. On the other hand, since b is a 
parabolic or quasiparabolic system, we have P, E {C,, Sz(2), L,(4), L,(8)}. 
Hence P, N L,/M, N L,(4) or L*(8). In the second case 1 M,/M, n M,J = 8 
and Hn p, N Z, acts faithfully on this group. Since Gb is generated by 
three conjugates of Z,, this would imply that A, x Z, or A, x Z, acts 
faithfully on an elementary group of order smaller or equal to 2’, which is 
impossible. 
Thus p0 = L,(4), G, ‘v C, x AZ, and obviously G, N PSU,(2). Further by 
(2.6) I/,/Z, is the direct sum of two Steinberg modules for L, /M, . Let H, 
be generated by three conjugates of Z,, such that Gb < M,H, and 
&, = MO/Z,. Then IfiO: C~,(HO)l d 26. On the other hand, since 02’*(P2) 
centralizes MO/M, n M, it is easy to see that &o/C,&H,) does not contain 
a natural HO/H, n MO % Sp(4,2)‘-module. Hence (QO: C~&HO)l = 26 and 
HO/H, n M, N a6. Further, since [S, H] < Q2, G, z a6. Let C be the co- 
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image of CM&H,,). Then C, = C&MO) # 1 if C > ZO. But CO < Z(M,), since 
Z, and MO/C are non-equivalent $-modules. Hence easily a,( C,) > Z,, a 
contradiction to Z < Z, and G, z A,. (An extension of a natural Sp(4,2)- 
module by a trivial splits over A, !) 
This shows C = Z, = @(MO) and V, = M,. Now the Frattini argument 
implies (1) and (2). Since IM,/ZI = 26 and is acted upon by G, it is easy to 
see that M, is extraspecial. Now (3) follows by a well known result of 
R. L. Griess [21]. 
Since we may assume that d= 1 or 2 to prove Theorem 3, as shown in 
the introduction to this section, (6.2) and (6.4) toghether prove Theorem 3. 
7. PIUWF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Since the proof of Theorem 2 relies heavily on the results of [ 143, we 
state these results here for the convenience of the reader. 
HYPOTHESIS A. Let p be a prime and G be a group which is generated 
by three finite subgroups P,, P,, P3 such that for B=P, nP,nP,, 
SE Syl,(B), and G, = (P,, P2), G, = (P,, P3) the following hold: 
(a) op’(piIop(pi)) E {J%P”‘h SUP”‘), u3(P”‘), SU3(P”‘), W2”‘) 
(and p = 2), Ree(3”‘) (and p = 3)) 
(b) B=&-,(S), i= 1, 2, 3 
(c) Z=Q,(Z(S)) is normal neither in G, nor in G, 
(d) O,(P,)n O,(P,) is normal neither in P, nor in Pi forj=2, 3 
(e) No non-trivial subgroup of B is normal in G. 
If now p is a quasiparabolic system of rank 3 with connected diagram A of 
some group G with B, = 1 (B defined as in (2.1)!), then it has been shown 
in [19, (2.3)] that G satisfies, with suitably changed notation, (a), (b), (d) 
and (e) of Hypothesis A. (I.e., the connectedness of A implies (d)!) So 
either Hypothesis A holds or Z is normal in G, or G,. In the latter case we 
will, to prove Theorem 2, apply Theorem 3. 
(7.1). Suppose now that G is a group satisfying Hypothesis A. For 
AE {a, /?} let 
z>. = ( ZG” ) 
QA = So,: 
Li, is the smallest normal subgroup of G, containing Op’(PI). 
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2A = zJ.Ic.Z~(Li) 
CA = C&J 
G, = GA/C;. (Here we consider - as natural homomorphism.) 
Let r= T(G,, G,) be the coset graph of G,, G, in G and d be the same 
parameter for r as defined in Section 3. Then by Theorem 1 of [14], up to 
interchanging tl and /3, one of the following holds: 
(I) d = 2, L, 2: SL,(3), and Z1 is the natural t,-module, Q; = ZI and 
Q,/Z;. is the natural L,-module dual to Z, for A E {a, j). 
(II) d=l, JZB:ZBnQ,l>IZ,:Z,nQ,l, Qp=Z,, ZpnZ(Lp)=l, 
and one of the following holds: 
(a) &=Qp(6, 41, q=p”, and Z, is the natural LB-module. 
L, N SL,(q), Z, is the natural LX-module, @(Q,)=Z,, and QJZ, is the 
direct sum of two natural L,-modules dual to Z,. 
(b) p is odd, L, ‘v 8(5, q), q = pm, and Z, is the natural LB-module. 
E, N SL,(q), Z, is the natural L,-module, @(Q,) = Z,, and Q,/Z, is the 
natural z,-module dual to Z,. 
(c) p = 2, E, N Sp(4, q), Z, = Q,, 2, is the natural I,-module, and 
IZ, n Z(L,)( = q. There exists an N 4 L,, N < Z,, such that L,jC,,(N) N 
SL,(q) N L,/C,,{(Z,,/N) and N and Z,/N are natural SL,(q)-modules dual to 
each other. 
(III) d=l, (Z,:Z,nQB(=IZp:ZBnQmI, @(Q,)=@(Q,)=l, E,E 
{Sp(4,2)‘, Sp(4,2), Sp(4,4), G,(2), SLAq)} for 6 E (a, 8) and one of the 
following holds: 
(a) I?, = A, for 6 = a and b. [Q,, La] = Q, is the natural 
L,-module and S splits over Q6. 
(b) L, N A,, 1, N Sp(4, 2), [Qs, L6] is the natural z,-module for 
6~ {cc, p}, and S splits over Q,. 
(c) L, N Sp(4,2), [Q,, L,] is the natural L,-module for 6 E (a, /I}, 
and IZ,: Z, n Qp\ = 2. 
(d) L, N Sp(4,2), [Q,, La] is the natural L,-module for 6 E (~1, b}, 
and /Z,:Z,nQ,l=4. 
(e) es 2: Sp(4, 4), Q, = [Qd, L6] is the natural L,-module, and S 
does not split over Qd for 6 E { LY, b). 
(f) L, N SL,(2), Q, = Z,, [Qs, Ld] is the natural SL,(2)-module, 
and IZgnZ(La)l =2 for 6E {cL, B}. 
(g) L, N SL,(q) and Z, = Q, = [Q,, L,] is the naturl L,-module 
for bE (4 PI. 
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(h) L, N G,(2), Q, = Z, = [Q,, L,] is the natural L,-module, and S 
does not split over Q, for 6 E {IX, fi}. 
(IV) Z 4 Qa and Z 4 Qp and one of the following holds: 
(a) Qa=Q,= 1 
(b) Qa 1: Qp N Z, and L,/Q, and Lp/Qa are parabolic isomorphic 
to one of the folZowing groups: Sp(4, 2), U,(2), U,(2), G,(2), G,(2)‘, *F4(2), 
*F,(2)‘, 3D4(2), J2, M,*, or Aut(M,,). Moreover, Z is normal in P,. 
(c) Qz = 1, lQal = q, q = 2 or 4, and L, resp. LB/QB are parabolic 
isomorphic to Sp(4, q) resp. L,(q). Further, if q = 4, then S does not split 
over Q,. 
(d) Q, N Q, ‘v Z, and L6/Qb is parabolic isomorphic to G,(2) or 
G2(2)‘for 6 E {a, B}. 
(e) Q, N Q, N Z,, L,/Q, is parabolic isomorphic to P Sp(4, 3) or 
U,(3) for 6 E { CI, /I}, and in the latter case S does not split over Q,. 
(V) Z 4 Q,, Z< Q,, Qb= 1, 1,~ SL,(q), [Z,, LO] is the natural 
ED-module, and S does not split over Q,. Moreover, one of the following 
hold: 
(a) q= 2 or 5. Ql = 1, Q,= [Z,, LB], and L, is parabolic 
isomorphic to G,(q). 
(b) q = 2, Q, = 1, Cgr( L,) = 1, and L, is parabolic isomorphic 
to M12. 
Cc) q = 2, (2, ‘v G&,) = z2, and L,/Q, is parabolic isomorphic 
to M,,. 
(d) q = 2, Qu = C,,(L,d = z,, and Lx/Q, is parabolic isomorphic to 
AuW,J. 
(7.2) Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that # = {P,, P,, P2} is a 
quasiparabolic system of the group G, satisfying the hpothesis but not the 
conclusion of Theorem 2. Then by the main theorem of [ 191 A(I) is linear 
and, since case (1) of Theorem 2 does not hold, [ 16, (3.2)] shows that A(Z) 
is not spherical. Using the notation and reduction of (2.1) we have without 
loss of generality 
(1) G=G,=(P,I iEZ), Z={O, 1,2}, P,=P,H, and H=H,H,H, 
(2) BG = 1, since we may assume S, = 1 and since then 
B, d Hn Z(G). 
Let Z=Q,(Z(S)) and choose an enumeration of d so that G,, G, are the 
“connected” maximal parabolics. Suppose first: 
(*) Cc,(M,) < Mj for i = 0, 2. 
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If in addition 2 Q Gi for i = 0,2, then Hypothesis A holds and G satisfies 
one of I, II, III of (7.1) with (L,, LB} = (6,, c,}. In case I A is spherical. 
If in case II A(I) is not spherical, then G,/M, must be parabolic isomorphic 
but not isomorphic to one of the Lie-type groups in (7.1)II for i = 0 or 2. 
Hence by definition of quasiparabolic systems, ci/Mi 2: f6 and II(c) holds. 
But then it is obvious that case (7) of Theorem 2 holds. 
So G satisfies one of the cases of (7.1)III. Hence to show that case (4) of 
Theorem 2 holds, it suffices to show that III(e) and (h) are not satisfied 
(since A(Z) is not spherical). Suppose first III(h) holds. Then {M,, M,} 5 
a(S). Now in the action of G,(2) on its natural module a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of G,(2) contains exactly three offending subgroups. Futher, one 
parabolic normalizes one of these, while the other acts as E, on these. 
Hence 
a(s)=M,u(M,P2}=M*u{Mp} and lol(S)l = 4. 
But this is a contradiction to the fact that G, acts doubly transitive on 
a(S) and G,/M, 2: C, x C, or (Z, x H,)Z,. 
In III(e) we obtain a contradiction to (2.2). So we may assume 2 u Gi 
for i = 0 or 2 if (*) holds. But then it suffices by Theorem 3 to show that 
CG,(M,) < M,. If this is not the case, then obviously 
G, = M, C,,(M,)B, for i=O, 2. 
Hence l#ZnM,aG=(G,,G,),acontradiction. 
So we may assume Cc&M,) 4 M,. We show that in this non-con- 
strained case again Hypothesis A holds. Suppose this is not the case. 
Assume first Z-& G,. Then Zu G,. If Cc,(M,) $ ML, then 6, = 
C&M,)S and so M2 = 1, since otherwise 1 # Z n M, -a (G,, G,) = G. If 
now Mob Z(G,), then M,n O’(G,) # 1 since Za G,. Hence the 
hypothesis of (2.21)(2) holds for R=OP(Go) and P= P,nOP(G’,), a 
contradiction since A is not spherical. So M, 4 Z(G,) and thus M, 4 
Z(P, n G,). Hence, applying the description of parabolic subgroups of 
elements of 9: in [17, (3.2)] to P,, (2.2) implies 6,~ *F4(2) or *Fd(2)‘. 
But this is impossible, since P, 1: Sz(2) as P, <N(Z). 
So Ce,(M,) 6 M,. Hence P, has two non-central chief factors in Q,. On 
the other hand M, n O’(G,) # 1 = [M,, O’(G,)], so that (2.21)(l) applied 
to O’(G,) supplies a contradiction. 
This shows Z 4 G, and thus, as above, M0 = 1. If C&M,) & M,, we get 
a contradiction as above by reversing the roles of G,, G,. Hence P, < N(Z) 
and P, has two non-central chief factors in Q,. Now again [17, (3.2)] 
implies G, N *F4(q) or ‘F,(2), whence P, ‘v Sz(q), a contradiction as before. 
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So again Hypothesis A holds and thus we have one of the cases of (7.1) 
IV or V. We show that in each case Theorem 2 holds. First assume IV 
holds. If M,, = 1 = M,, then by [ 17, (3.2)] G, 21 G, and G, is solvable, 
since [Q, Pi] <M, for i= 0,2. Hence case (2) or (8) of Theorem 2 holds, 
a contradiction. In IV(c) A would be spherical, a contradiction. 
Suppose next case IV(e) holds. If G/M, N G,/M, N U,(3), then P, is 
solvable, since otherwise Z(G,) = Z(p,) = Z(G,) 1: Z3. Hence G,/M, 2: 
Z,,(9) x&(9) and lQj: M,j =9 for i=O, 2. But this is impossible by the 
structure of a parabolic of U,(3). So c, ‘v G, N Z, x PSp(4,3) in (e). Since 
Z(G,) #Z(P,) we have Z(P,) N Z, x Z,. If now Z(G,)=Z(G,), then 
C,,( P,) = C,,( Pz) = Z(G,), a contradiction. Thus by symmetry Go = 
(h3 x P Sp(4, 3))h, N G, and case (9) of Theorem 2 holds, a contradiction. 
Next we show that IV(b) is impossible. Namely if (b) holds for G,, G,, 
then by the structure of P,, i = 0,2, 
v, = (ZGl) = (Z’g), i=O, 2 
has order 8 resp. 25 in the case of U,(2), U,(2). Now the latter case is 
impossible, since we would have G, N A 5 x A, and 1 Qi: M, 1 = 4 for i = 0, 2. 
Thus in any case G, = P,CG,( V, ) for i = 0,2, since G, /C,,( v,1) F-L,(2). 
Hence C,,(G,)=C,(P,), i=O, 2 such that C,,(G,)aG= (G,, G,), a 
contradiction. 
Finally in case IV(d) Pi 4 N(Z) for i= 0, 2, since G = (Gi, Pi>. Since 
again IZJ = 4, we obtain also in this case ( ZG1 > = (Zfl), i = 0,2 has order 
8, a contradiction as before. 
So finally case (7.1)V remains to be treated. Now in V by definition of a 
quasiparabolic system only V(a) is possible. If now p = 5 then Theorem 2 
of [ 17) implies that # is not a parabolic system. (Together with Section 4 
of [15] in which it was shown that one obtains from a parabolic system a 
classical Tits chamber system of the same type!) If p = 2 it is an easy exer- 
cise to show that case (3) of Theorem 2 holds. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
(/.3) Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied. Then either one of the cases (2)-(5) of Theorem 2 of [17] holds 
or there is a parabolic system of he same type as described in case 1 of that 
theorem. In (2~(4) it is clear that case (2), (7), or (4) with p= 5 of 
Theorem 1 holds. Case (5) of [17] is exactly case (9) of Theorem 1. 
Moreover, if A is spherical, then case (1) holds by [ 16, (3.2)]. So it finally 
remains to be shown that Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2, if 
there is a parabolic system of the same type corresponding to %?. (As stated 
in case (1) of [17, Theorem 23.) But this is an easy exercise, which is left to 
the reader. 
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